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McCall Lecture
Addresses
Issues in Black In 14 to 5 vote, Student Government Decides to Keep ControversialElection R ules
Culture
BY A N N ). O'CONNEU

SGA Keeps "Paper Free" Campaign
News Editor

BY DEANNA ANDREWS

News Writer

On Friday, April 14, Nathan
McCall came to speak to Trinity College Students. McCall is
the author of the New York
Times Bestseller Makes Me
Wanna Holler: A Young Black
Man in America, and has recently published his second
book, What's Going On. During
his talk in the McCook auditorium, this insightful author addressed some of the most
crucial issues in Black American society today. As a former
Washington Post reporter and
current Emory University professor, it is hard to imagine that
McCall's youth consisted of
drug dealing, gang banging and
other violent behavior. However, McCall discussed the way The Student Government met on Monday to decide the fate of
that he turned away from a "de- the paperless campaign.
structive" path to a "constructive" lifestyle.
It was in prison that McCall

Trustees Eliminate Midsession

voice 'HKTrpiTTTOxlS'ffBetrt tWe
conditions of black Americans.
Being behind bars "forced me to
go deep, real deep, within and
tap a well I didn't even know I
had," he says, "Writing was a
catharsis for me... People proceed in their lives the way that
see A UTHOR on page seven
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Author Nathan McCall addressed
issues facing African American
society on Friday.

BY DAVIS ALBOHM

News Writer

Last Friday, in New York City,
the trustees voted on the future
of Midsession. The motion that
was declared and approved by
a 10-9 margin was the faculty's
academic calendar proposal,
along with other plans for the
2000-01 academic year.
The trustees declared that the
faculty's proposal will be enacted next year. This proposal
includes the same number of
in-class days as the current calendar, plus a four- day weekend
immediately preceding midterm exams. Also, classes will
start after Labor Day in September. In addition, the motion
passed by the trustees includes
a faculty mandate to work with
students to incorporate "Trinity
Days" and additional class days
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into the 2001-02 calendar. This
plan is part of the SGA's calendar proposal.
The SGA proposal for the alteration of Midsession included
a four-day weekend in late October or early November of the
fall semester, and four days off
in late February of the spring
semester. The plan calls for the
development of "Trinity Days,"
which would be held on a Tuesday and Wednesday in late September and in April. According
to SGA President J. Russell
Fugett '01, "Trinity Days" would
create a new and unique opportunity for students. "Students
will be able to participate in
community service, take academic field trips, and attend required symposiums and
lectures." The "Trinity Days"
will be added to the 2001-02
academic calendar.
The SGA did however make
a couple changes from their
original academic calendar proposal. The plan, as proposed last
Friday, did not call for a full
week off for the Thanksgiving
holiday, and proposed starting
class a week before Labor Day.
"We had to be pragmatic. Sometimes it is difficult for the trustees and faculty to understand
our motives. Our willingness to
remove our demand for a full
week Thanksgiving break and
our plan to add four class days
to the calendar is a testament to
our seriousness and desire to
create Trinity Days, said Ward
MacDonald '01 SGA Chairman
of the Academic Affairs Committee.
MacDonald views "Trinity
Days" as a great opportunity for
the school, especially for a liberal arts institution located in a
city. "The creation of Trinity

Last night the Student Government Association elected to
keep the "Paper Free Campaign."
A resolution submitted by
freshman Ben Lazarus requested that the SGA eliminate
the proposal on the grounds
that the campaign "has not performed in the manner that it
was intended to," and that the
student body did not know the
election was taking place.
The proposal, which had
been passed twice already, also
stated that the campaign "diluted the amount of competition involved in SGA elections
and made it much easier for incumbents or well-known students to be victorious."
Lazarus's resolution was rejected 14 to 5. If the resolution
had been passed, the "Paper
Free" campaign would have
been effectively eliminated.
"1 am still in favor of this,"

Days will be an innovation in
liberal arts education. Trinity is
a uniquely progressive college,
and hopefully here we will create a sense of tradition that will
give this school great character."
He also points out that the main
focus of the "Trinity Days" will
be community awareness
based. "The purpose here is to
teach students how to become
civic minded citizens, and these
days will help facilitate a more
well-rounded education for
Trinity
students,"
said
MacDonald.
The four-day weekend, that
was adopted last week in the
Faculty's proposal, gives students a brief, unrestricted break
free from the constraints of the
former Midsession. "The fourday break would be a desirous
opportunity for athletic teams
to hold tryouts and have intensive practices," said MacDonald.
The period that the break

original author of the "Paper
Free" campaign, "The lackluster
election has nothing to do with
the 'Paper Free' campaign."
Gavin instead placed the
blame for this year's race on the
members of the SGA. The intent
of the "Paper Free" campaign,
according to Gavin, was to encourage candidates to actively
promote themselves, using
other methods of campaigning
other than putting up signs,
"Did you see anyone utilizing
any other methods? No... You're
bringing in kids to the SGA who
are apathetic that if they can't
use paper, they just won't do it."
Laura Cohen '02 was in opposition to the "Paper Free" campaign, "It gives the SGA too
much initial power. If the SGA
doesn't feel like advertising the
elections, they don't advertise,
and everyone gets reelected."
Cohen went on to comment
that if there had been more

see TR USTEES on page n ine

see SGA on page nine

Annual Fire Fighting Home Robot Competition

HTTP://WWW.TRINCOU.EDU/EVENTS/ROBOT/

Last weekend, April 15-16th, the 7th Annual Trinity College
Fire Fighting Home Robot Contest took place at Trinity's
Oosting gymnasium. Story on Page eight.
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Paper-Free Rule Violates SGA Constitution
In its quest to rig the spring elections, it appears that the Student Government Association violated its Constitution and the election rules therein.
Article VI of the SGA Constitution strictly dictates how elections must be
held and does not mention any restriction of campaign advertising, nor does
it permit the election rules to be changed without a Constitutional Amendment. ThereEore, the rules that allowed the SGA to discourage competition
and re-elect itself are without Constitutional basis and should be rescinded
immediately.
Unfortunately, the current members of SGA are too busy acting in their
self-interest to do anything about it.
Monday night's SGA meeting symbolized everything that is wrong about
Student Government. After Ben Lazarus '03 submitted his proposal to abolish the Paper-Free Campaign, member after member voiced their opinion
in agreement. However, when the votes were counted, only five were left
with the conviction to actually vote against it, and President Russell Fugett
'01 again failed to use his veto power.
What does this say about our student government? SGA members do not
even have the backbone to vote the way they want for fear of being ostracized from the collective.
By any definition, this is not leadership. The SGA is little more than a private club, with opportunities for membership limited to outsiders, and no
interest in the opinion of the student body which it claims to represent.
Instead, by engaging in electoral shenanigans and back-stabbing, the SGA
is actively harming the student voice at Trinity. Its recent conduct surrounding the calendar proposals to the Trustees, challenging its own student representatives on the Curriculum Committee, has angered many faculty and
administration members, who no longer consider the SGA to be a legitimate student voice.
They understand what the students already knew: that the SGA is an untrustworthy institution more concerned with its self-image than representing the students.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut,
The Tripod ojffice is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
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of tidiness? This is a question
well worth exploring.
Second, even if, as Mr. Gavin
I have been following the
current debate over the paper- and others contend, the posters
free elections with a great deal do not present all of the inforof interest, and have even raised mation needed to evaluate a
the topic for discussion in my candidate, they.do provide the
class on Civil Rights and Civil opportunity for those who may
Liberties. Without impugning not be well known on campus
the motives of those w h o de- to achieve some degree of name
signed and implemented the recognition—and as some repaper-free SGA campaign, I sourceful students have demwould like to take issue with onstrated in the pas by placing
two aspects of the argument their pictures on the posters,
that has been p u t forward in face recognition as well. Posters cannot do all of the work for
defense of their decision.
First, in his Letter to the Edi- candidates, but they are often
tor in last week's Tripod. Patrick a necessary starting point, parGavin stated that the "flier's ticularly when there are few
(sic) presence on campus is un- other means by which to comsightly and the excessive use of m u n i c a t e w i t h the s t u d e n t
paper is deplorable." While I body at large. Simply put, at a
To the Editor:

Given that the free exchange of ideas is the
foundation of all that we do at a liberal arts
college, one would think that SGA would want
to promote that exchange in a variety of ways
surely oppose wasting paper, I
am perplexed by Mr. Gavin's
characterization of campaign
fliers as "unsightly." One might
ask the question, "unsightly in
what way?" Trinity is, after all,
a college campus, not a hospital, bank, or military installation. Given that t h e free
exchange of ideas, is the foundation of all that we do at a liberal arts college, one would
think that SGA would want to
promote that exchange in a variety of ways, especially in the
case of its own elections. The
fact that the posters are perceived by some to be "unsightly" seems to coincide with
a more concerted effort to sanitize our public face by more rigorously regulating the posting
of materials in general. This is
not the first time this year that
the subject of posters on campus has been evoked controversy, and the underlying issue
is of some consequence. Are
students now expected to surrender their precious freedom
to express themselves in ways
that may be unpredictable and
less than uniform in the name

minimum the democratic process requires that those w h o
wish to challenge incumbent
office holders have the opportunity to become known to the
electorate. Fosters are clearly
one direct way of achieving
that goal, and it is a method of
communication that in no way
conflicts with the stated objective of SGA members to promote more discussion of
candidate positions and issues.
Now that the results are in, it
is clear that turnout was low
and many students have expressed dissatisfaction with the
paper-free campaign. I urge
SGA members to take the time
to reflect upon their own positive obligations as elected student representatives to actively
foster free speech and open
communication, upon which
the whole system of representative government ultimately
depends.
Sincerely,
Adrienne Fulco
Associate Professor of Legal
and Policy Studies

Celebrating the return of discontents as Pipes, Cinestudio and
Cleo hosted "reunions," Pillow Talk was tempted to get lost in
the shuffle and sneak off campus permanently when the alumni
wave receded. Damn. Why're we still here?
Pipes Buttondown

Faye Dunaway

Alumni return and beer song not a bad hour of a capella

T r Star power on campus

Foam Party

Who's idea was this?

Calypso

Overcrowded, overpriced, alcohol
deficient - typical Trinity

SGA Parking

On primary importance on the
agenda: making sure no one
steals their parking spots...

Cleo "I" weekend

Apparently they were dropping
like flies... sounds fun
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Professor Responds to Accusations that Student's Apathy
Stems from Professorial Indifference to the Process
To the Editor:
It was welcoming and yet
sad to see the editorial written
by Barrett Bijur '01 and published in the Tripod on Tuesday,
April 11. I hope that the newspaper also prints my response.
I respond to it because I presume that I am the professor
you claim failed to do his job as
your advisor. I have no fear
about how this letter might affect my standing with my colleagues, with students, and/or
administrators. Indeed, many
administrators, faculty, and
students at Trinity know that I
have never been timid about
expressing my views on issues
I care deeply about, and I do
care deeply about students. In
fact, some have actually welcomed my frankness about
many matters of note at the
college. I come from and study
a part of the world where colleagues and students have
been murdered for expressing
their freedom of speech on issues much more important,
matters of life and death. You
are a Latin American & Caribbean Studies Major, and so you
know that very well. Fear of
Trinity is not relevant to me.
Now to specific matters in
your letter. First, I welcome
your letter because I strongly
feel that students at Trinity are
too often apathetic about their
intellectual lives at the college
and thejirneed cp express challenges that they should pose to
the faculty and to the administrators, including at the highest levels. The spirit of your
letter enriches a tradition at
the college that is often
drowned in apathy, and/or
bureaucratic marginalization,
a kind of benign neglect some
might call it.
Indeed, during my ten years
at the college I have frequently
encouraged students to take
rather militant action about
the kinds of issues you posed

in your letter. I hope that you
and other like-minded students organize around these
questions before you graduate
next year.
However, I do think you misrepresented my particular actions on the specific issue of
the e-mail you sent to me, and
my supposed lack of response
to it and a phone call you made
later. First, my Eudora program shows that I received
your e-mail at 8:06PM on
March 30th. It also shows that
I sent a response to that e-mail
34 minutes later, that is, at
8:40PM that same evening. So,
very much contrary to your assertion, I did respond to your email. My electronic archive
shows this. Secondly, I did not
respond to all questions posed
in your e-mail because you
noted in that communication
that you would call a few days
later, and that we could talk at
length then. Hence, I waited
for that call, especially because
that phone conversation
would occur during spring registration week. During registration week I posed special,
extra-office hours on the door
of my office in Seabury Hall.
Many colleagues and students
can attest to that. 1 could give
you names and phone numbers if you wish to confirm
this. You may have called then,
and if you left a message, my
voice-mail may have registered
it among, .m&ny; m?my,,otkeis<
that I had to respond to that
week. Trinity voice-mail does
not save messages more than
two days after an original one
has been listened to once. So,
if you did leave a message and
I heard it, which could have
been the case, I probably made
a note to respond to it. On the
other hand, since I had responded via e-mail only 34
minutes after your original email a few days earlier, I probably did not select it in my
short-term as particularly ur-

gent, especially given the fact
that I was attending to many
other students' concerns during registration week. What is
more, I surely thought that if
you felt the other questions in
your e-mail were urgent
enough, you could certainly
call again. I think Trinity students are adults, not kids, who
must take very serious responsibility for their own obligations in these and other
situations at the college.
Sr. Bijur, I have taught hundreds of students at Trinity
over the years. I was tenured in
1996 based on a number of criteria, including the fact that
my student evaluations between 1990 and then showed
that an overwhelming number
of students registered the fact
that I was not only "doing my
job" then, but that I performed
very well in the more substantial matters of pedagogy, specially the history of Latin
America and the Caribbean.
Between 1996 and now, most of
my student evaluations continue to show this, with some
exceptions of course. If you
personally define my job in
terms of the particular e-mail
and voice-mail interaction
with you, and you see it as the
defining experience in our academic relationship, chat is your
right. However, I think that
your rendition of the interaction is misleading, and, even if
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Reality Check for
the Housing Lottery
The verdict is in. At some
point during the past week, all
Trinity students have stopped
by the long yellow line of paper
outside the Cave. Like draftees,

sound like a great idea to worried parents preparing to send
their children off to college. The
one group to which they do not
particularly appeal is the vast
majority of students - the
people who actually live
these rules.
Patrick R. Noonan under
I now live in Jackson.
The Last Hurrah
Not because I have any
desire for silence; I could
we scanned down the list to de- study at the Tap. Rather it is betermine our numerical housing cause I wanted to live in a quad
fate.
with four bedrooms, and my
The central idea behind the roommates and I decided it was
lottery is a good one: those who better to be quiet than sober, i.e.
lived in crappy dorms this year in Smith. It hasn't really afshall live in good ones next year. fected my social life at all and
The reality, we all know, is a in fact (sshhhhh!) it is not a very
little more complicated. The strict policy. But in talking to
meek never really do inherit the my fellow dormmates, 1 have yet
earth, as the summer lottery of- to find someone who actually
ten catapults people from a wanted to live in the "quiet
Crescent St. tenement to the dorm." I have no doubt that
High Rise penthouse. Singles there are a few... but enough to
are more readily available for fill the over one hundred slots?
The truth is that it is imposboys, quads for girls. Moreover,
it seems as though the best sible to have these designations
thing you can do to improve mean anything more than a
your rating is move off campus public relations drop-in within
or study abroad - unfairly and our current housing lottery sysarbitrarily hurting those who tem. ORL has taken all of south

The 21+ concept for Vernon Place recognizes
that a dorm function with beer is more fun
than one without.

stay.
campus - with its hundreds of
These arguments are often beds in prime real estate - and
heard around this time of year, has given it some kind of speHowever valid they may be, the cial status. When rising sophoit were cQrxect>.it,v®mains#*m®r^
icviEienb system .appeatESwto«bft«rfi*ii6we*a«4juniossJook at their;
jor exception in terms of my the best that we could come up options, they more often than
career at Trinity. I wish you
with. One policy that has not not choose these rooms because
well in your career after gradureceived very much attention is they are desirable, not that they
ation next May. Sadly, I will not
ORCs ongoing practice of des- are quiet, chem- or smoke-free.
see you then. I am going on sabignating some dorms as "spe- The demand for this type of livbatical for the academic year
cial." Nevertheless, this policy is ing is not that high, and selectbetween the fall of 2000 and
completely overblown, unduly ing desirable dorms only
the spring of 2001.
impacts campus housing, and is corrupts the process further.
ultimately useless.
In contrast, look at Praxis. It
\ Everyone knows the designa- is a small dorm with average
Sincerely,
tionsjackson is the quiet dorm, amenities, the people who live
Wheaton is smoke-free, Smith there actually want to be active
Dario A. Euraque
Associate Professor of His- is "chem-free," etc. These clas- in community service, and it is
tory; Director, International sifications sound like a good not simply a fall back when the
idea to administrators; they good rooms are taken at the lotStudies Program
tery bloodbath. Students apply
in advance and are selected on
the basis of their merit and
commitment.1 If it could be
shown that there -are enough
students to merit having these
other types of dorms — and I am
not convinced that there are —
why not scale back their size to
a more appropriate level?
Some of ORUs new initiatives
should be applauded. The Summit Suites/Theme Quads idea
offers a very novel residential
opportunity that hopefully will
provide for outstanding learning opportunities outside of the
classroom. Some of the completely arbitrary gender-based
designations are finally being
reconsidered (side note: High
Rise - internal bathrooms - no
reason to distinguish any rooms
there). And the 21+ concept for
•Vernon Place recognizes that a
dorm function with, beer is
more fun than one without.
Notwithstanding, the current situation of our south campus dorms lacks any mandate
from the students, and is inevitably doomed to failure. The administration needs to formulate
its housing policy based on students' needs and input rather
than what will sound good on
SGA candidates explore sanctioned methods of paper-free campaigning
an admissions tour.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Member Voices Discontent With
Recent Decision to Continue the Paper
Free Campaign Next Semester
group of students that are governed by a Trinity College StuAs a member of the Student dent Constitution, and at the
Government Association, last same time, we cannot even upnight I witnessed a serious de- hold the Bill of Rights in our
bate between several members USConstitution. i> ;:
of the SG A regarding the paper
.As Istated earlier, originally,
free campaign. Freshman 1 voted in favor of the paper free
Senator Ben Lazarus intro- campaign. After I voted for it, I
duced a resolution to rescind began to rethink my initial dethe paper free campaign reso- cision. This past November, I
lution introduced a few was elected to the Planning
months ago by Senior Senator, and Zoning Commission, in
and Chairman of the Student my hometown of Trumbull,
Life Committee Patrick Gavin. CT. 1 began to think back on
Both Ben and Patrick made that campaign and I realized
passionate, well thought out that in fact, I would not have
arguments. In the end, I ulti- won if I did not use paper. I was

Tests Are Not Necessary Evils
Anxiety Skews Results Desired from Administrating Exams
B Y SOUMITRA
is

CHATTERJEE

Opinion Writer

To the Editor:

The intentions of the paper free campaign
were well-founded ones. By limiting paper,
candidates must find other alternatives in
getting their message out to the student
voters.
mately voted to rescind the paper free campaign, after previously voting in favor of it.
I serve on the Student Life
Committee with Patrick Gavin.
Patrick has worked hard on behalf of the students of Trinity
College as Chairman of the
Student Life Committee. The
intentions of the paper free
campaign were wen-founded'
ones. By limiting paper, candidates must find other alternatives in getting their message
out to the student voters. Instead of putting a catchy slogan on a sign, students actually
have to go out and introduce
themselves to their fellow
classmates, tell them that they
are running for office, and explain what they will do if
elected.
This spring, 1 ran for a Senate at Large position. Knowing
that I could not use paper, I began to think of other alternatives of getting my message

a 19-year-old college student
who was challenging a 38year-old developer, and member of the Trumbull Town
Council. I was the underdog
from day one. The only way I
was going to get my message
out was through paper. Lawn
signs, campaign literature that
1 took with me when I door to
door campaigned, as well as
mailers that were sent in the
final weeks of the campaign,
were all on paper. I could not
and would not have won that
election without paper.
In the final analysis, we cannot legally restrict paper on
this campus without violating
student's First Amendment
rights, But I do agree with
Patrick Gavin in one area. We
must set the wheels in motion
and begin to provide other alternatives for students to campaign and get their message
out on this campus. We need
more debates on the issues. We

We need more debates on the issues. We
need better utilization of campus TV in
promoting candidates and their platforms.
out. Trude Goodman, a newly
elected Student Senator and I
sent out 1,000 individual emails to members of the freshman and sophomore class
encouraging them to support
us in our campaign. Yes, it did
take a lot of time. Yes it was tedious. But, we discovered another alternative and utilized
it. The unfortunate thing was
that other candidates did not
do the same.
I, like many other paper free
proponents, dislike signs plastering a gorgeous campus that
is over 150 years old. But at the
same time, I would have to side
with my Constitutional Law
Professor. Eliminating paper in
a student campaign, or any
campaign for that matter, is a
violation of our First Amendment rights, which guarantee
freedom of speech and freedom of expression. How can
the Student Government Association tell people that they
cannot use paper? We are a

need better utilization of campus TV in promoting candidates and their platforms.
Finally, we need candidates
like our current President
Russell Fugett, who use a
megaphone to get their message to every student on this
campus, inspiring this student
body to commit themselves to
causes greater than own self
interest.
At the end of the school year,
the executive board and newly
elected Senators will sit down
and discuss other campaign
methods and how we can implore student candidates to use
them. Who knows, maybe we
will have a candidate next
spring who will revive the
megaphone?
Sincerely
Timothy M. Herbst
President, Class of 2002
Member, Student Government Association
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"BOO YAH, IT'S TEST TIME
BABY! I'VE BEEN LOOKING
FORWARD TO THIS THING
FOR WEEKS. I HEARD THIS
TEST WAS-DA BOMB!"
Sound strange to you? Well, it
should. Have you ever heard a
student as excited to take a test
or quiz as they would be to go to
a sporting event, concert, or do
something that he or she enjoys?
Never. It just doesn't happen.
And why should it? Who could
look forward to an apprehension filled situation where
you're being judged on speed
and accuracy? These factors
have led me to believe that in
many ways the traditional testing processes in practice here
and in educational institutions
across the world are counter
productive to learning.
There are those of course who
would disagree with me. They
have good reason to do so after
all. Testing does simulate many
aspects of real world situations
and therefore has more benefits
than simply forcing students to
deal with some stress. This perspective has a certain amount of
validity after all. Testing does
involve stress and goal-oriented
work — two parts of everyday

life. Testing also forces students
to study required information
so that professors and students
alike can gain an accurate image of what they know.
In my opinion, however, the
testing process is often a counterproductive one simply because of the anxiety involved.
Viewing a problem, especially
those on a test, from different
perspectives can often lead to
better solutions more quickly.,
When dealing with stress, however, thinking about an idea abstractly is made more difficult.
Therefore, stress can affect performance on tests and does not
give an accurate image of
student's knowledge. When
partaking in an activity of enjoyment, however, thinking abstractly can be accomplished
much more easily because of
the absence of stress. For example, if someone were to read
a book for leisure he or she
would learn more and be able to
apply the information and ideas
into real world situations because their work would be for
their own intellectual use or
entertainment. When reading
for testing purposes, however,
this is hardly likely since the ultimate goal is to attain a good
grade. In this respect testing can
hinder the learning process.
In order to attain any sort of
success through current meth-

ods of testing include a "learning" process, which is a nice way
of saying rote memorization
and then repetition. As a result
of testing apprehension, students tend to look at new information in only one-way: the
way it was presented. This leads
to two less then beneficial outcomes:
First, the memory will be.
stored as short-term memory
and will therefore be rendered
useless to the student in the
long run and also the student
will only be able to regurgitate
information instead of being to
think abstractly about it.
Perhaps, if professors focus
less on testing and concentrate
more attention on creating an
interactive and entertaining
learning environment then students would learn more. For example, if students are asked to
display their knowledge in applications such as group
projects or papers that express
particular ideas of interest then
the true extent of a student's
knowledge can be better
gauged. For example, in my Philosophy class, we have done
away with the stressful and
counterproductive practice of
testing and as a result the learning environment has been more
about just that, learning. Isn't
learning after all the ultimate
goal of the educational process?

LETTERS To THE EDITOR
Despite Expressed Interest, Student Attendance Reveals
Apathy A bout Drug Awareness Programs Offered on Camp us
Dear Students:
On April 13, three highly experienced doctors who specialize in substance use and abuse
from the Institute of Living conducted an educational forum
where students and staff could
ask questions regarding any
and all drugs. Only three students attended. Normally, I
would be disappointed and
write it off to the time of year.
However, I am very disappointed at the lack of attendance since only a few weeks
ago, student leaders asked for
more educational programming regarding drugs. I realize
that all of you have very busy
schedules and certainly not all
of you would be able to attend,
but three is an extremely low
amount, especially since Josh
died just four weeks ago.
I remain committed to offering the Trinity College community more education and
assistance regarding alcohol
and other drugs. 1 hope that
next year you will follow
through with your requests for
more education by attending
the programs. The Health Center has copies of the chapter of
the book that one of the other
presenters, Dr. Edward
jaroszewksi, wrote. You are welcome to take as many as you
would like. At the conclusion of
my letter, I have included the
opening remarks given by Dr.
Adrienne Bentman. Not only
were these presenters experts in
their field, they also conveyed a
great deal of caring for this student body and community.
They are our neighbors and
they want to assist all of us in

whatever means they can. We
need to do our part.
Sincerely,
Nancy Maitland
Assistant Dean for Health
Education
The following excerpt is from
Dr. Adrienne Bentman:
It is an unusual experience to
be joining you tonight not only
because it is death, expulsion,
and arrests which have brought
us together, but because for me,
having just celebrated my 25th
college reunion, it is an experience of time compression. It is
simultaneously "yesterday" that
I sat where you are sitting and
yet, a very long time ago. My
concerns have now turned toward fears, anticipation and
hope for rejoicing in my own
children's joining you in those
seats.
I begin this way because you
are at the beginning of that
same 25 year journey. It is a period of significant transition. It
is the transition from adolescence to adulthood, from one's
parent's home to life as an independent adult held fully responsible for one's actions in
one's personal life, in the courts,
and on the battlefield. It is in the
context of this transition that
you will make many life choices
including the choice to abstain,
to dabble, to experiment, to
binge or to drown in drug and
alcohol use.
Drug use is among other
things, developmentally contextual. Your college years are
choked full of developmental

milestones, some trivial, others
are profoundly formative. To
summarize to date: You have received a letter of acceptance to
Trinity College, and it was your
first choice or your last. You arrived anticipating a particular
academic and social experience,
and you were gratified or disappointed. You were assigned a
freshman roommate, and they
remain your best friend or you
hide to avoid their stare. You left
home well loved with few
longings and little unfinished
business or left a tumultuous
home or one with limited interpersonal connection. You have
made meaningful friendships
or not. You have a love life or
not. You have made your way at
school in an inner city setting or
not. You have found a way to
make "the long walk" feeling internally settled and connected
to your friends and to the institution or not.
You are in the process of leaving home to make your way in
a larger world. You are making
independent decisions about
your major, your friends, your
lover, your future. Choices regarding drugs and alcohol are
influenced by and occur in the
context of this developmental
transitional soup.
I encourage you to use this fo• rum to listen with a mind open
to learning, not just from us, but
from one another, as it is
through shared learning, that
connections are made. It is
through shared learning that a
shift in your current life trajectory and that of this institution
may begin. With this perhaps
your colleague's death will derive some broader meaning.
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Women Struggle to Earn Basic Human Rights
Under The Taliban in Southern Afghanistan
Bv CHIMERE JONES

Opinion Writer

The Taliban, a fundamentalist Islamic movement, was
formed in Southern Afghanistan in 1994. Founded by the
Islamic fundamentalist that
sought an 'Islamic Revolution'
in order to reestablish Afghanistan in the framework of the
Sharia (Islamic Law), the
Taliban came into power in Afghanistan in 1996, after capturing 2/3 of Afghanistan's cities
and ousting a large part of the
Afghan government. The
Taliban came into power at a
time when much of Afghanistan was under the control of
Mujahideen military groups,
which were then terrorizing
the Afghan people.
When the Taliban first came
into power they found extreme
favor with the Afghan people
because they were successful
in eliminating the Mujahideen,
as well as in imposing a sense
of structure into the lives of the
Afghan people. However with
this seized arrival of power
came a forced extreme Islamic
society implemented by the
Taliban government. Part of
this society is the strict implementation of the rights that
women do and don't have.

Women under the Taliban
government are oppressed and
secluded from public life. The
rigid social code imposed by
the Taliban includes severe restrictions on women's freedom
of movement, expression, and
association. Women are not allowed to live the lives to which
they were previously accustomed. Women are not permitted to leave their homes
without a male relative, attend
certain schools, work with
men, or be seen in public without being completely covered
from head to toe in a burqua so
that no part of the body is
showing. Afghan women
must also wear silent shoes in
public so that they are never
heard. Homes where Afghan
women live must have their
windows painted so that an
outsider can never see her.
The consequences for not adhering to these laws enforced
by the Taliban government are
severe and brutal. There are
examples of the torture women
must endure if they violate the
rules of the Taliban. For instance, the Taliban militia beat
a woman to death; the crime:
accidentally exposing her arm
while driving. Another example is of a woman who was
stoned to death for trying to
leave the country with a man

that was not her relative. The
Taliban militia also beatswomen on their legs and arms
with rods, if any part of their
body accidentally becomes exposed while walking.
The greatest effect that the
Taliban is having on the lives
of Afghan women is seen in
the areas of health and education. Women's healthcare is
highly affected because of the
segregation of women. Afghan

Taliban. Restricting the education options available to
women affects the entire sex,
but the impact is apparent
most in the case of the poor
and uneducated women and
children, because education is
the key to success and prosperity. And if they are denied education they shall never be able
to prosper and rise above poverty.
The reasons behind this are

were used to having more freedom in their daily lives and a
greater sense of equality where
as currently women are feeling
trapped in by their current
world. Afghan women are now
expressing a high rate of depression and suicide. Yet there
is no psychological help for
them.
The denial and violation of
human rights of Afghan
women has been acknowledged by the international
as an issue that
Women are not permitted to leave their homes community
needs to be corrected. Many
without a male relative, attend certain schools,international governments
work with men, or be seen in public without and international organizahave criticized the activibeing completely covered from head to toe in tions
ties of the Taliban as inhumane
a burqua so that no part of the body is and unjust. The United Nations is heavily involved in
showing.
women's rights and seeking
equal treatment of women
women are not allowed to be religious and have basis in the worldwide.
Asa part of a group projectjo r
seen by male doctors, yet religious relationship between
women are heavily restricted Muslim men and women. Re- my Human Rights class it is our
from attendingschools includ- ligiously women are not to be responsibility to initiate caming medical schools. This' looked at as sexual beings be- pus wide awareness regardinga
means that there is a high de- cause if men lust after women major gross violation of human
mand for the limited number they can not devote their full rights. My group chose the topic
of female doctors by which attention to Allah and per- of the denial of the rights of the
women can be treated. This forming his religious will. women in Afghanistan under
means that many women are Therefore in order to maintain the Taliban government. We
going untreated and often dy- a society under the Sharia were hopingthatthis informaing because they are not receiv- women are treated this way. tive essay could be put in the
ing proper medical care. Yet this treatment has negative Tripod as apart of our project.
Women's education is another affects on the lives of women Thank you for your time and
area heavily affected by the because until 1996 women consideration.

World Bank and IMF Protestorsi-lave..tbe Right
Idea, Good Intentions, for the Wrong Reasons
regulations, and helping mul- Ethiopia, Chad, and Cameroon, and interventionist authority
tinational corporations with and the Bank's loans for indus- to promote monetary and fisOpinion Writer
contract negotiations interna- trial endeavors have declined cal responsibility in crisis
tionally.
while concentration on educa- prone nations. After WWII,
As the mob currently in
The World Bank also spon- tion and social programming the IMF was relatively successWashington DC demonstrates, sors the Multilateral Invest- has increased. The World Bank ful at helping Western Eurothe common man/woman has ment Guarantee Agency has been successful through- pean nations regenerate stable
no idea what the World Bank (1988) to guarantee invest- out its 56-year career at help- economies. Developed nations
or the IMF is, and even less of ments against political risk ing both developed and of the world have pulled away
an idea about what each orga- abroad. The World Bank developing nations increase from IMF supervision, and the
institution now concentrates
nization does. Protestors makes loans for specific devel- national productivity.
Yet, protestors continue to on the less developed nations
stormed to Washington to opment purposes, and governchastise both organizations for ments must petition the bank battle violently with police of the world.
Over the. past decade or so,
not ridding the world of in- with a plan, and guarantee the and harassing World Bank delcome inequality, saying that loan. The loans made by the egates to "wake them up to our IMF solutions to glpbal finanboth the World Bank and the World Bank are for specific [poor foreigner's] misery". Let . cial crises,,have been poor. So, lutions to ? the Mexican and
IMF have done nothing to help
the millions of poor people
People who sit on their butt in America, ready Asian crises fell short. Howthis is due to the fact that
across the globe, theysupport
to rally to ignorant crusades without really ever,
they relied on old methods of
only "corporate fat-cats", and
looking at the issue at hand, must do their fixation to deal with current
they should be abolished. The
homework before they can be taken seriously,, problems, not that they refused
rich are rich, there are poor
people in the world, and that
and productively shape these international to help or they were "in the
pocket of corporate fat-cats". 1
should not be, blah blah blah.
lending institutions for the better.
will not bore you with specifThese organizations do
ic's here, but there are in fact
make mistakes, but their purpose is not to rid the world of projects, but cover a broad me remind you that there is in some adjustments that could
fact a limited amount of be made to the IMF to iron out
income inequality anyway, range of purposes.
In 1993 for example, the money available for loans. The these bugs and allow that inwhich is an impossible feat.
Their purpose is to help pro- Bank made a $325 million loan World Bank cannot, print stitution to be more successful;
mote economic stability so to China for a 6-year plan to en- money, but earns it through closing the IMF is not one of
that more people might have hance grain production - help- interest payments on its loans, them.
ing to create a stable economic spinning off its loans, and borthe chance to gain wealth.
The protestors are right in
The World Bank was export-viable industry as well rowing from international once sense; the IMF has probfounded at the Bretton Woods as to increase food production lending bodies. With the lems. The economists at the
conference in 1944. It was es- and jobs for the many poor money available to the World IMF are rather stubborn in
their reasoning and seem to be
tablished to make loans to its people of China. That very Bank, they have done a pretty
r
176 member governments for same year, the World Bank great job of helping the world s afraid of attempting to design
post-WWII reconstruction, committed $212 million to poorest nations increase in- some new policy options for
nations suffering from liquidand to make loans to poorer Brazil for improvement in come and productivity.
The International Monetary ity crises. However, do you find
member countries for develop- schooling quality. Each loan
ment purposes. The World package is well designed for Fund, also designed at the any protestor in Washington
Bank sponsors the Interna- the specific country in ques- Bretton Woods conference in DC saying "hey your
1944 was created to stabilize contractionary policy pretional Center for Settlements of tion.
In fact, during the last de- the international monetary scriptions in Thailand and InInvestment Disputes (1966), responsible for settling disputes, cade the World Bank has more system and prevent any huge donesia in '97 sucked!" That
compiling a log of interna- than tripled its loan volume to global financial crises. The hasn't happened, and it won't.
Those protestors are of the
tional investment laws and the poorest nations such as IMF is given large oversight
BY CHRIS HERB

ignorant type that assume that
because some people have
money in the United States,
they owe it to people in the
poorest countries of Africa to
give it to them. These ignorant
protestors take out their
twisted logic on institutions
designed to make the world a
more economically balanced
place in which to live. They
feel that by fighting with police
and secret service agents in .
Washington and trashing our
capital city gets :sprn$ point
across,that rich.people.don't
deserve their money In reality,
it just makes these losers^eem
more ignorant.
Going back to the original
problem at hand, how exactly
do you rid the world of income
inequality? You don't. Sure, the
loan packages prescribed by
the World Bank helps, but it is
ultimately up to the individual
countries. However, there will
always be rich people and poor
people. In less developed countries, labor must be organized
and mobilized through some
industry before national income can increase at all. The
governments of poor nations
need to avoid corruption and
foster stable social environments for their countries before loans and any other form
of monetary aid can be effective. People who sit on their
butt in America, ready to rally
to ignorant crusades without
really looking at the issue at
hand, must do their homework
before they can be taken seriously, and productively shape
these international lending institutions for the better.
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Hartford Courant Hosts Writers Workshop
Th irty-Eight Panelists Speak to Students During Two-Day Conference at the Hartford Hilton Hotel
York's legendary theater and Workshop, including writers entitled "The Novelist as a with Maria Hinojosa, "Getting
dance critic Clive Barnes, as from nearly 100 different pub- World Citizen." Lamb began by History Wrong" with Mark
News Writer
well as journalists and editors lications across the country. Al- reading from his essay, "Pass- Bowden of the Philadelphia Infrom publications all over the though this was mostly an East ports" which appeared in The qui rer and "Fiction and NonThis past weekend The Hart- country including the The New Coast event, people came from Hartford Courant's Northeast Fiction: Crossing the Line" with
ford Courant hosted its sixth York Times, The Washington as far away as Oregon, New Magazine. "I seek in fiction Frederick Busch, professor of
annual National Writers Work- Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, Mexico and Wisconsin. Last some hint that imagination can literature at Colgate University.
shop at the Hilton Hotel. A to- The Baltimore Sun, Sportslllus- year there was a man from Aus- change the world," he said. He His most recent novel is the
tal of thirty-eight panelists trated, Rolling Stone and The tralia who flew overseas just to offered these tips to writers: critically acclaimed Girls.
spoke at this two day confer- AtlanticMonthly. Also included
Busch spoke about his 1999
ence, including writers such as was CNN and NPR's Maria
"[Sex scandals] don't matter. People's private novel, The Night Inspector
best-selling author Wally Hinojosa and NBC's Saturday
lives should be off limits. This kind of writing which was published last auLamb, novelist and short story Night Live writer, Michael
He talked about how he
becomes a weapon for people with commercial tumn.
writer Frederick Busch, criti- Schur. As Denis Horgan, chairused facts about the death by
cally acclaimed travel writer man of the event and a columand political agendas. " - Jeffrey Toobin
suicide of Melville's son in New
William Least Heat-Moon, The nist for the Hartford Courant so
York City in 1867 in the hands
New Yorker's Jeffrey Toobin, aptly put it: "We had wizards of attend the Workshop. This year "Live partly in the world and of a character in his novel, how
comic writer Joe Queenan, car- all kinds."
close to 100 students attended, partly in the periphery. Write the audience, journalists,
Over 800 people attended the a record number, nearly triple from within, but also from mostly, can cross the line from
toonist Jules Feiffer, and New
that of last year. The cost of without. Read ancient myth "fact" to "fiction" and how to be
Workshop was $75, $45 for stu- and archetype. The best stories true to deeper truths than just
dents. Says Horgan, "Only about have already been written. The "facts."
125 people were sent by their best we can do is put a new twist
"Invention speaks a certain
companies; the rest came one by on them. Walker Evens once truth," he said. "Fiction is useful
one and reached into their own said 'Stare. Pry. Listen. Eaves- if it gets to some truth. Writers
wallets. But remember, seventy- drop. Notice something. You are should lie well. They should tell
five dollars is a lunch in New not here long.' Get out in the us what passes for the truth. The
York or Washington. This con- world. Do your research. Write reader must feel he has someference is really an enormous beyond just your experience. thing at stake or else no one will
Why Would You Steal That?
bargain." This was a non-profit
event paid for by The Hartford
The reader must feel he has something at
On Thursday, April 13, there was a theft was at the fraternity
Courant and all the speakers
house at 137-139 Allen.Place. The members of the house restake or else no one will read it." - Frederick
spoke for free.
ported a theft of property that had been stored in the garage in
Busch
Indeed the event was a barback of the house. 4 speakers, 3 empty kegs, and 4 folding chairs
gain
and
a
tremendous
success.
were reported missing. The crime is estimated to have occurred
The first speaker of the week- And finally, be humble, but at read it."
at 2:00 PM that afternoon. The theft is still under investigation.
end was Wally Lamb, a uthor of the same time be conscious of
After a short lunch breakjefphenomenally popular and opportunity. As Oprah says, frey Toobin of The New Yorker
successful novels, She's Come 'Success is not a matter of dumb spoke about "Politics and PorFire! Just Kidding.
Undone and I Know This Much luck. It happens when prepara- nography in the Post-Clinton
is True, both of which were tion meets opportunity."'
Era." Writing about sex-scanOn April 13 and 14, Campus Safety, the Office of Residential
Number one New York Times
Following Lamb, there was a dals is degrading to journalism,
Lvfe, the Department qf.BTjilclings and. Grounds and the Hartbestsellers and featured titles of choice of workshops, including he. said. "They don't :ihatter.
ford Fire Marshall's Office conducted fire drills in the residenOprah's Book- Club. His talk was "Trusting Your Writer's Voice" see WORKSHOP on page eight
tial halls, The drills were run to see whether students followed
procedure and exited the halls. Any student that did not exit
erished a year after NATO
the dormitories during the drill was reported to ORL
Washington
More than
bombed the country to stop
Police Use
Milosevic's repression of ethnic
100,000 Join
Albanians in the southern
Force to ~
Cravings???
Opposition
Yugoslav province of Kosovo.
Control World
BY DIANA POTTER

On The Beat

On Sunday, April 16, when the janitorial staff came at 6 AM
to open the Bistro, they discovered that the back door to the
building had been left unlocked. The candy basket was found
rans,acked. $100 worth of merchandise had been stolen.

At Least the Car is Still There
On April 16 at 6:45 PM a 1999 Saab with CT plates parked on
Summit Street was broken into. The window of the vehicle was
broken and a radar detector was stolen. The incident, is currently under investigation.
''';,:•

But the Drunk Came Back...
A fight broke out at an AD party early Sunday morning. One
student who had been verbally harassing other partygoers was
asked to leave by both the members of the fraternity and by a
Campus Safety officer. The student did not leave and then proceeded to get into a physical altercation with other students who
were at the party. He was restrained by Campus Safety and
Hartford Police and was removed from the premises. However,
ten minutes later, he returned to the party using.another entrance and began to fight again. The fight was again broken up,
however this time the student received a laceration above his
right eye. He was treated by TCERT and transported to Hartford Hospital. He did not return to the party again.

Chivalry is Hot Dead
At 3:39 AM on Sunday morning, there was a physical altercation in North Campus dormitory. A former student was visiting his girlfriend when he became involved in an argument with
a resident of the dormitory. The argument became physical
when the resident insulted the man's girlfriend. The fight was
broken up by other residents of the dorm. Campus Safety
showed up, but the involved parties had left the area. No one
was injured.
Comp I ied from Camp us Safety reports.

Bank,8MF
Protests

WASHINGTON - Police in
riot gear used batons and pepper spray on Sunday against
protesters gathered in Washington to demonstrate against the
policies of the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund
as the organizations hold their
;
'springmeetings. '' ' •"'
:
' Police hit protesters With batons and sprayed others in the
eyes with pepper spray as they
tried to push back demonstrators who had broken down a
barricade outside the U.S. Treasury Department.
Police said they arrested
about 40 people on Sunday.
More than 630 people were arrested on Saturday. Officers estimated the number of
protesters at between 6,000 and
10,000.
Sunday's arrests came as police prepared for even bigger
demonstrations against the
. World Bank and IMF later in the
day and on Monday.
On Saturday, an estimated
1,000 protesters demonstrating
at two locations in the nation's
capital were met by ranks of
helrneted police.
At a late-night news conference, the police — who initially
said they had arrested "several
dozen people" — increased the
number to "approximately 600."
Those arrested were being held
overnight at a number of facilities throughout Washington.

Protest in
Belgrade

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia-In
the biggest opposition rally
since August, more than
100,000 people packed central
Belgrade on Friday to demand
democratic elections and the removal of Yugoslav President
Slobodan Milosevic from office.

The demonstration was the first
time in three years that all of the
main opposition leaders appeared on stage together.
But as they greeted the crowd
it appeared that Vuk Draskovic
and Zoran Djindjic, the rival
leaders of the two main opposition parties, still held grudges
toward each other, Milosevic's
Communist allies warned Friday the protest was aimed at
destabilizing Serbia, the dominant Yugoslav republic. The
state-run Tanjug news agency
quoted a party in the ruling coalition as saying the opposition
rally was an unpatriotic attempt organized by "proAmerican stooges... to crush the
country's unity." Serbia is internationally isolated and impov-

50 Killed, 21®
Injured in
Congo Airport
Blasts
KINSHASA, Congo (Reuters)
— At least 50 people were killed
and 216 were injured in a series
of explosions triggered when
an ammunition shipment
caught fire at the airport in
Congo's capital Kinshasa,
morgue and aid officials said
:
:iSaturday. . •
Congo's government, which
has not provided a death toll,
said the blasts on Friday began
. with a warehouse fire, contradicting earlier reports of a military plane crash. A witness at
the airport said Red Cross
trucks were still taking away
dead bodies on Saturday.
Radio France Internationale
put the number of dead at
nearly 150, but gave no source
for the figure. An official at a
humanitarian agency told
Reuters that 216 people had
been hurt. At the city's central
morgue, a Reuters correspondent saw corpses piled on the
floor waiting to be identified by
relatives. State television
showed footage of Kabila arriving at the airport to inspect the
scene several hours after the
explosions, which began
shortly after midday Friday,
causing panic in the capital.
The government had set up a
commission to look into the circumstances of the incident,
Mumengi said.
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African
Lecture Discusses The
American
Role of Women on
Author
The Ho Chi Minh Trail
ing the dead. They had to forge
Visits Trinity
for their own food and wear wet
BY KIRSTIN POWELL

continued from page one
they perceive their futures."
One of the main topics addressed was the way that the
prison system affects Blacks
and Latinos in America. For
one thing, "the prison industry
is the fastest growing industry
today," McCa.ll states. He then
created a common scenario of
profiling. "Black women are
nine times more likely to be
stopped and x-rayed for drugs
than whites. Latinos are four
times more likely. But the statistics clearly show that white
people are just as likely to bring
drugs into the country as anyone else. But, if you stop four
times as many minorities, you'll
arrest four times as many."
Makes Me Wanna Holler is
McCall's autobiography that
exposes the effects of what
could happen to a young man
who perceives manhood as defying authority and engaging in
illegal activity even if he comes
from an intelligent, working
class, two-parent background.
What's Going On is a collection
of, personal essays that deal
with the myth that there is a
"type" of person who ends up in
prison. McCall counteracts this
myth with the reality that
blacks all across the country,
from differing backgrounds or
economic status, are susceptible
to the same kinds of problem-

News Writer

The GeorgeJ. Mead lecture, an
annual event sponsored by the
History department, was held
this past Wednesday in McCook
Auditorium. This year's guest
was Karen Turner, a professor of
History at Holy Cross and a Senior Research Fellow in East
Asian Legal Studies an Harvard
Law School. The topic of her
lecture was "Pure and Dangerous: Vietnamese Women Veterans of the Ho Chi Minh Trail."
Turner's lecture focused on
the North Vietnamese women
during the war who left their
homes and lost their chances of
having a family to engage in
combat alongside the male soldiers. It is estimated that after
1965 over 200,000 women
joined the war effort. The majority of these women were a
part of the Volunteer Youth Brigades, units of 17-24 year old
young men and women recruited to support the regular
army of North Vietnam. Their
primary task was to guard the
Ho Chi Minh Trail and assure •
that their forces, were safe to
travel on it at all times. Workers on the trail were ordered not
to run for cover in the case of a
bomb attack, but rather to continue with their tasks and shoot
at the planes above. Women
were often assigned the grueling duty o[ preparingantf bWv1*

clothing due to the humid conditions. Malaria wasa common
malady, and hygiene was not a
top priority.
What drove these women to
face such a harsh environment?
Turner explained that many
had the same ideals as the men
who went to war. They were
"loyal to Uncle Ho (Ho Chi
Minh)," looking for a new sense
of freedom and adventure,
wanted to help their families at
home by being one less mouth
to feed, and some were driven by
the agony of bombs crashing
around them in their own
homes. Others were following
in the footsteps of their mothers; Vietnam has a history of
women warriors. And still others were fighting to preserve the
peaceful, domestic lives of
women in the future.
In Vietnam, the place of a
woman is in the house and it is
her duty to bear children. If a
woman goes her life without
bearing a child, she is considered by society to be unstable.
Most of the women who went to
war sacrificed their chance of
ever fitting into this societal
mold. Their spirit and determination inspired the men on the
battlefields; they were their
comfort and salvation.
Turner added that there is
much to be learned from these
heroic women, One is thaLconrraf v to i3opu7arAmencan be-

Turner's book discusses the lives of the Vietnamese
women who fought on the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
lief, women do not necessarily
destroy morale on the warf ront;
it is possible to fight side by side
with men and find success.
Turner noted that in the United
States, and most of the world,
the Vietnam side of this war has
laded. Tri order to Fully under-

stand what happened, an objective view must be taken.
Having spent time in Vietnam speaking with the veterans, Turner has greatly
expanded her view and has
come to see the United States in
a new light.

This Week In
Career Services!
Wednesday, April 5,2000
How to Get a Job on Wall Street

Resume Deadline

Hamlin Hall - 6:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 6, 2000
Abercrombie & Fitch
Communities-Technical Colleges
Joan and Sanford I. Weill
Medical College of Cornell University

Interview Date
Resume Deadline

Management Trainee (2000)
Network Security Specialists

Resume Deadline

Various Positions

Friday, April 7, 2000
Town of Manchester
Community College of Baltimore County
MediaEdge

Resume Deadline'
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Various Positions
Various Positions
Various Positions

Plainville Community Schools

Interview Date
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Teacher
Immediate openings Sales
Teacher's Aides

Sunday, April 9,2000
City of Milwaukee

Resume Deadline

Urban Forestry Intern

Monday, April 10,2000
Supreme Court of the United States
CARP
Reception with Mitchell Merin '75
MCAT Test Review

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Reception
Test Review

Library Assistant
Driver
Smith House, Mason Room - 5:30 p.m.
Seabury 1 6 - 5:30 p.m.

Friday, April 14,2000
The Everett Public Service
Internship Program

Resume Deadline

Various Positions

How to Get a Job Saturday, April 8,2000
Danvers Public Schools
on Wall street FireCo

Summer
Internships

Reception/Presentation

Saturday, April IS, 2000
Tuck Business Program
U.S. Government Printing Office
The Everett Public Service '
Internship Program
Central Naugatuck Valley

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

.

Teaching

Advertising

Tuck Business Bridge Program
Information Technology Specialist

.

Monday, April 17,2000
University of Connecticut Health Center
KMWM
National Science Foundation

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Various Positions
Watershed Research Associates

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Pre-Service Science Teacher
Assistant to Publisher
Accountant

education

For more information on any of the above-listed events, go to http://www.trincoll.edu/~career/ and click on Trinity Recruiting.
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College Hosts Seventh Trinity Students Attend
Annual Robot Contest Writers Workshop
and the designers of the five next fastest
robots were given lower cash prizes.
Rules of the contest dictated that each
robot must be entirely computerized
Last weekend, April 15-16th, the 7th and self-operated, without any manual
Annual Trinity College Fire Fighting interference or remote control devices.
Home Robot Contest took place at Rules regarding the extinguishing of the
Trinity's Oosting Gymnasium. Over 100 candle also stated that water, air, or carrobots, designed by high schqql.stu- bon-dioxide could be used, however, the
dents, university students, and profes- rules prohibited extinguishing the
sional designers participated in this candle using any potentially harmful
substances.
contest.
The robots were restricted to a maxiThe widely-known contest attracted
participants from around the globe. mum size of 12.25" by 12.25" by 12.25," yet
BY TAIIA KROHN
News Writer

Competitors originated from all over the United States
and Canada, as well as from countries as far away as
Switzerland, Thailand, and Israel. This contest is the largest
public robotics contest held annually in the Untied States.
Competitors originated from all over the
United States and Canada, as well as
from countries as far away as Switzerland, Thailand, and Israel.
This contest is the largest public robotics contest held annually in the Untied States.
The task for the computerized, fully
autonomous robots was to find its way
though a maze while extinguishing
candles along the way. The maze, designed to look like the first floor of a
house, was 8ft long by 8ft wide, with several rooms and hallways.
Scores were based on the amount of
time it took the robot to navigate through
the house, with the lowest scorers being
those robots with the fastest times.
TYie designers of trie robot in both, the
junior and senior divisions with the lowest scores were awarded a $1,000 prize,

there were no restrictions on the weight
or the component materials of the robot.
Penalties in scoring were imposed on robots who touched either a candle or one
of the maze walls. In addition to the robotics contest itself, the event included
a seminar on topics dealing with engineering and robotics.
On Saturday, speakers included Phil
Weilerstein of National Collegiate Inventors and Innovators Alliance on "Preparing students to be inventors and
entrepreneurs," and Steve Richards of
Acroname Inc. on "Multi-Processor Approach to Robotics Control."
Notable sponsors included the
Motorola Semiconductor Products Sector, Watts Industries, the National Collegiate Inventors and Innovators
Alliance, the Connecticut NASA Space
Grant Consortium, and Trinity College.

Week SckedulL
, 2000
frlaundy ZJnwddau ^Service

Holy Eucharist
12:15 p.m.
with the Trinity College Chapel Singers
/so/nan Catholic fr/add

5:00 p.m.

~4pril 21,2000
\jood ZJriaxuf Service

12:15 p.m.
Koman

Calko&c J?>en>ice

7:00 p.m.

great storyteller or someone with a great
continued from page six
story to tell. Embrace revision. It is your
They have no impact on whether anyone opportunity to play with words, to be a
will be a good politician. People's private poet."
lives should be off limits. This kind of
Next was Rhode Island Monthly's
writing becomes a weapon for people Paulah Bodah's workshop, "The Chal- •
with commercial and political agendas. lenges of Magazine Writing" among othJournalists have to decide what matters ers in a series including "Journalism and
and what is important when people are the Law," "Covering ALL Cultures," "New
running for office." His most recent book, Challenges from the Media" and "What
A Vast Conspiracy: The Real Story of the Color Were the Dead Guy's Socks."
Sex Scandal that Nearly Brought Down a
"Every story has a way it wants to be
President is a New York Times Bestseller. told," says Bodah. "Don't go into a story
Joe Queenan's workshop "It's Better to with preconceived notions. The strucbe Jimmy Olsen" was next among a se- ture of the story is determined by the
ries of workshops including "Do You subject matter. There are tons of good
Need an Editor" with Peter Sawyer, a lit- writers out there. If you want to get aserary agent at the Fifi Oscard Agency in signed a magazine story you have focus
New York where he has represented au- the story in a way that tells the editor
thors, screenwriters, producers and mu- that you are the only person who should
sicians and "ParachuteJournalism" with write it."
the Hartford Courant's Lynne Tuohy,
The next set of workshops included "A
winner of the Master Reporter Award Matter of Opinion," "Getting Graphic:
from the New England Society of News- Writing for The Art Department" and
paper Editors.
"Writing for TV Comedy" with Michael
Queenan was formerly an editor for Schur.
Forbes and Spy and is a contributor to
Speaking after the workshops was
The WallStreetJournal, The Washington Vertamae Grosvenor, a writer, cultural
Post, The New York Times, Playboy, corespondent, poet, actress and culinary
Barrens, GQ and TV Guide. He has been anthropologist. She works for NPR and
called "a proven comic talent", "a literary has written for the New York Times and
samurai" and "our cynic laureate". He has The Washington Post. She spoke about
also been called "clinically unpleasant" how she turned writing about food into
a "human snake" and a "complete and a literature form. "Where I come from,
utter bastard." And that last one was people talk about food like they talk
Queenan writing about himself.
about a person," she said.
The last group of workshops before the
The final speaker of the event was
final speaker for the day included such William Least Heat-Moon, frequently
topics as "Books are Bad for You," "Good called one of the finest American travel
Writing, Good Reporting," and "Writers writers. His book Blue Highways was seand Editors Can Work Together." Car- lectee} by Time magazine as one of the
toonist, Jules Feiffer concluded the day1 five best noti'-fictibn books of 1983and
with his talk, "My Life and Times"
by the New York Times as one of the NoSunday was more workshops, begin- table Books of the Year. His second book
ning withjan Winburn of the Baltimore "Prairy Earth" was selected by the
Sun. Her talk, entitled "The Use of Short American Library Association as the
Narrative" proved to be an informative Best Work of Non-Fiction for 1991. River
and helpful workshop on how to craft a Horse, his latest book, is also a Times
feature story. "The question you should bestseller. He also has his own web site,
always ask yourself is 'what do I have heat-moon.com.
that is surprising?' As Bill Buford of The
"Everyone I meet has a good story I
New. Yorker said, 'Strong narrative is at need to get out," he said. "What is the seits best an act of seduction.' There always cret to good writing? Well I'll tell you.
has to be tension. Look for the twists and Rewrite, rewrite. Revise, revise."
turns that are totally unexpected. Tom
After talking about each one of his
French says the murder-mystery is the books and the process of interviewingmother of all narratives because you are "I think kitchens are a good place for inalways wondering: 'what is going to hap- terviews"-he left us with this perhaps
pen next.1 Try to create a big pay-off at familiar, but none the less important,
the end for the reader. Look for what I call advice: "Trust your instincts. And go
a 'Gold mine source,' someone who is a with your heart."

NU, ConEd
shareholders
approve merger

NU shareholders met in Hartford,
while Con Ed shareholders convened in
New York. The deal still must be approved by state and federal regulators.
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) Shareholders
Under the agreement, announced in
of Northeast Utilities and Consolidated October, NU investors could exchange
Edison Inc. on Friday swiftly approved each of their shares for $25 in cash or Con
the companies' proposed $3.5 billion Ed stock.
merger.
Con Ed would also pay an additional
The deal, which would create one of $1 a share if the two working reactors at
the largest electric companies in the NU's troubled Millstone nuclear power

Saturday, April 22, 2000
4:00 p.m.
Service of Praise and Worship
Trinity College Gospel Choir

Sunday, April 23, 2000
10:00 a.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
12:30 p.m.
Easter Celebration with Holy Eucharist
Trinity College Chapel Singers

Hartford News
country, could save $1.5 billion in operating expenses over 10 years, the companies have said. Officials have not said
how those savings might affect the cost
of heating and lighting homes and businesses. The combined company would
have more than 6.4 million electric and
gas customers throughout New England
and New York.

plant in Connecticut were sold.
The proposed merger has met criticism from environmentalists seeking
the shutdown of the Millstone reactors
and Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumenthal. Blumenthal maintains
the deal could mean higher rates, lower
quality service and job losses issues he
says have not been addressed.
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SGA Resolves to Keep "Paper Free" Campaign
continued from page one
publicity, more people who wanted to
run might have.
Zachary Perry '03, also spoke against
the "Paper Free" campaign, "To have a
debate in Mather is not a great idea. College campuses should have that kind of
spirit where there's paper and where
there's competition."
Freshmanjoe Reynolds stated that the
student body wants signs, and that the
SGA should be representing the desires
of the students. "Give them what they
want," he said.
There was, in fact much support of
Lazarus's resolution in the meeting, but
when it came time to vote, the majority
was opposed to eliminating the campaign. Only five voted to pass the resolution.
When asked what he thought of the
SGA's vote to keep the "Paper Free" campaign Ben Lazarus commented, "I think
it's a joke. It says a lot of bad things about
the SGA. It says that the Panel is a group
ol people that follow the whim of the
senior members while not listening to

vote due to his position as SGA President,
"I think that in the form the idea's cur-

"I think that in the form the [the "Paper Free campaign's]
currently in, 1 don't think that it is effective....! would
have voted against it all three times it came up." - ).
Russell Fugett'01
rently in, I don't think that it is effective....
I would have voted against it all three
times it came up."
Fugett, who has veto power and also
hold discretion over next year's elections,
said that he would refrain from going
against the SGA board. "I can't go against
the board... it will be really messy."
Fugett also stated that he had received
no feedback from the student body regarding the elections, "I haven't heard
from any students," he said.
When asked if he would consider running the election again, with publicity,
Fugett's response was "No."
Faculty response to the election was
different, however.
Professor Maurice Wade of the Depart-

"I think it's a Joke. It says a lot of bad things about the
SGA. It says that the Panel is a group of people that
follow the whim of the senior members while not listening
to the ideas of the junior members." - Ben Lazarus '03
the ideas of the junior members."
Lazarus went on to say that 6 or 7 people
who had committed to vote for the resolution did not do it.
"1 am surprised that the SGA so decisively voted against it," commented SGA
President J. Russell Fugett '01.
"TheSGA didn't consider all the implications when [the "Paper Free" campaign] passed" he said. Fugett is against
the "Paper,free" campaign^&ufctinable t<?

MU sophomore
Dies from Burns
Suffered in
Dormitory Fire
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass.An MIT sophomore who was critically injured in an unexplained fire in
her dorm room Monday night died Saturday in Massachusetts General Hospital after suffering third-degree burns on
55 percent of her body.
An investigation into the cause of the
fire is ongoing/said Cambridge Fire Department Captain Kenneth Jenness. MIT
police responded to the fire alarm and
arrived at the student's dorm, Random

which these folks were put in office as
completely uncorrupted. Anything

ment of Philosophy, when asked his
opinion on the manner in which the
SGA conducted its elections this semester, responded that "in general publicity
is essential to elections being fair and
open in both substance and appearance.
Insofar as folks who are elected are supposed to represent the interests of students, they need to have the trust and
good will of those students. That means

short of that will breed cynicism and
apathy and could corrode the efficacy of

Trustees
Reach
Decision
continued from page one
would be instituted under the SGA plan
would coincide with the start of the winter sports season in the fall, and the beginning of the spring season in late
February.
The future of the Midsession was to be
voted on at the trustee's meeting in
March, but the process was delayed until last Friday. "The bureaucracy of the
process created a difficult situation for
the faculty, students and administration
to communicate with each other which
caused delays on all sides. But the motion passed Friday opens the lines of
communication, which is to everybody's
advantage," said MacDonald.
The SGA believes that even though the
faculty's proposal was approved last
week for the 2000-01 year, the required
mandate forstudent and faculty consultation is a positive event, because the
SGA's "Trinity Days" and four additional
class days will take effect the following

Academic Calendars,
Fall 2000 -Spring
2005
Fall 2000
Classes begin
Trinity Days
Thanksgiving break
Last Class
Review Period
Final exams

Sept. 4
Oct. 9 & 10
Nov. 22-26
Dec. 8
Dec. 9-12
Dec. 13-15,18 &
19

College in session 69 days

Spring 2001
Classes begin
Trinity Days
Spring Vacation
Last class
Review Period
Final exams
Commencement

Jan. 15
Feb. 19-20
Mar. 19 - 23
Apr. 24
Apr. 25-27,30 &
Mayl
May 2-4,7 & 8
May 20

College in session 72 days

••' thae s c uden ts niust regard 't-beiproeess-tej^

there is no definite timeframe for the investigation into the cause of the fire,
Jenness said.

Five U.
Massachusetts
students .
suspended for
suspected rape
(U-WIRE) AMHERST, Mass. - The
University of Massachusetts Press Office,
issued a news release Tuesday, announcing that Jo-Anne Vanin, Associate Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs, has suspended five students facing court
charges for their involvement with two

Trinity College
SUMMER
STORAGE
&
SHIPPING
UPS AUTHORIZED'SHIPPING OUTLET
COMING TO MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
MAY l a t - 1 1 * , and 22nd
.
•

Halt at 9:15 PM. Seven MIT police olic-:
ers were treated for inhaling smoke while
rescuing the student and attempting to
extinguish the fire, according to the release.
The one-alarm fire was successfully
confined to the student's fourth floor
single. The 92 other students living in
Random Hall evacuated the building
immediately and were able to return after several hours.
The dozen students who live on the
fourth floor were allowed to return to
their rooms by 2 a.m., only five hours after the fire began, house officials said in
yesterday's release.
Students in the dormitory said they
have collectively decided not to speak to
the press. .
"We are grateful to the MIT Campus
Police, the Cambridge Fire Department,
the MIT Safety Office, the house masters
and others for their response to this
emergency," Williams said. While speculation circulates among. MIT students,

SGA in future years."
In regard to the need for a new election, Wade commented that the decision
is in the hands of the student body. "As
for whether another election should be
held, that is a question that the student
body must answer for itself collectively.
If that is what would be needed to ensure that the SGA is regarded as genuinely representative of and grounded in
the interests of students, thenanew election should be held."

separate incidents on UMass campus,
pending disciplinary actions. All five of
the suspensions will be effective immediately.
Alves, Brandao and Andrade are currently awaiting a court trial after being
indicted by a Hampshire Grand Jury on
March 14 for charges of allegedly raping
a 15-year-old girl last February. The victim has told police that at around 11 p.m.
on Feb. 25 while at a party she met four
men, one of whom she knew as a student
teacher at Amherst Regional High
School. At midnight, she left the party
with them and went to a UMass dormitory room where she was sexually as1
saulted. At 1 a.m. she and the four left the
dorm, met two other men in a parking
lot, and all six got into one man's car.
Four of the men got out at Amherst College and she continued with two of them
to an apartment in Colonial Village.
There she was allegedly forced to have
sex on sofa with one of the men, even
though she told him her age. . ... .

UPS SHIPPING BOTH NATIONWIDE AND INTERNATIONALLY
BOXES, TAPE, AND PACKING MATERIALS AVAILABLE
\.

SUMMER STORAGE
STORE YOUR FRIDGE, MICROWAVE, BOOKS, TRUNK, SHS, COMPUTER, STEREO, ETC.
PICKUP AND REDELTVERY DIRECTLY TO YOU IN SEPTEMBER,
ALL GOODS STORED LOCALLY TN A SECURE, KMDrTY-CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT
INSURANCE AVAILABLE
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED BUSINESS

SPONSORED BY THE MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
CALL T ° RESERVE SPACE NOW!!!!!!!!

MAIL BOXES ETC!

1028 BOTOEVARD
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06119
(860)232-2767
( Across from The Spigot)

41 CROSSROADS PLAZA
WEST HARTFORD, CT 06117
(860)231-0037
(Bishops Corner - Behind Waldbaums)
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If Patrick Gavin Gave ConnPIRG a Force for
the Graduation Speech Activism On Campus

From what I gather, we will all desperately need it.
But, as graduation speaker, I feel obligated to leave you with a bit of advice
Since I'm not the Senior Class Presi- that will guide you and remain with you
dent, I am forbidden by graduation rules for the rest of your lives. So allow me to
to speak at Commencement. This is a bestow this very advice upon you now.
greatbssto allqj'my'fellowclassmatesand (pause)
Hold on.
theirfriends and relatives who will be in
(pause)
attendance on that glorious day. They
will all miss out on the endearing and
I know I can think of something,
enduring advice that 1 would bestow
(pause)
upon them on that very occasion. But I
Alright!, I've got some advice for you:
will not be deterred. My head is not Tonight, when everyone's partying and
bowed. It's just big. I will say my peace in saying their good-byes, steal as many of
spiteojsome silly graduation rv.les.lt will your roommate's CDs as possible. They
take place right here, right now. Consider won't notice it and by the time they do,
yourself blessed for having had the fore- you'll be miles away and he'll have lost
sight to read this.
your phone number.
Here it is: The Graduation Speech That
Oh yeah, and keep on pretending to
Patrick William Gavin Would Give If He like all of those people whom you've
Were To Give A Graduation Speech, been pretending to like these past four
years. Don't let it stop after today. Over
Which He Won't.
your time here, many of you have alLadies and Gentleman of the Class of lowed others to think that you actually
gave a damn about their new haircut,
2000:
their grade on that final exam, and just
Wear sunscreen.
Oh wait, that's already been done. Let about every boring thing that ever came
out of their mouth. Don't worry—You are
me start again.
Ladies and Gentleman of the Class of not to be blamed for doing this. It was
2000. We stand here, poised and pre- easier than having a four-year silent
pared, diligent and determined, honored treatment with them, and besides, it got
and horribly hungover from last night. you into a lot of fraternity parties for free.
As I look out amongst my fellow class- But many of you here are tempted to
mates, I must admit that I didn't know sever all of those ties after today, like 'ol
that half of you went here. Hey, short, Sparky up here in the front row. I can see
goofy-looking kid in the wrong row: You , him now: "Grrrrr...l'll show all of those
been going here? Well, good of you to jerks just how I REALLY felt about 'em!
crawl out of the woodwork and make an I'll show 'em! They thought I really liked
getting wedgies all the time, but I'll show
appearance, Sparky.

.

BY PATRICK WILLIAM GAVIN
Features Columnist

—

BY JAMES CABOT
5 Features Editor

—

•

—

Recently on a bright, sunny, Saturday
afternoon, over seventy Trinity students
could be seen working diligently to clean
up Hartford's neighborhoods as part of
the 14th Annual Hunger Clean-Up.
Some picked up trash on city streets,
while others cleaned a local river. These
students had already raised thousands of
dollars toward solutions to hunger and
homelessness in our community by filling pled ge sheets with the names of family, friends, and professors who promised
to donate a certain amount of money
based on the amount of time worked.
The event was a success, both in terms
of city beautification and the $4,500 that
was raised.

the entire movement.
Nationally, the chapter works with its
fellow chapters on the Heritage Forest
campaign, to preserve old growth forests.
On the state level the chapter is working
on genetically engineered food issues.
Locally, the chapter runs the Trinity
Bookswap, and is involved in several
other campaigns. One such campaign is
the Ecopledge (ecopledge.com), which
encourages seniors to choose socially responsible employers when considering
job offers.
Another campaign, which is being organized by Andy Hatch '03, involves
planning for the upcoming Earth Day.
The festivities, which will take place in
Bushnell Park on April 22, will feature
bands and speakers.
"ConnPIRG provides students with a
fantastic opportunity to become passionate about issues that affect our society—issues ranging from global
warming, to campaign finance reform, to
homelessness," says Jon Prosnit '01.
Prosnit has been working as an intern at
ConnPIRG
this semester
for course
credit. His
particular
project is a
cross
between campaign finance
reform and
Youth Vote
2000.
i

, .

.

ia •

For twenty-five years the Trinity chapter of ConnPIRG has been taken the lead
in organizing these sorts of activities,
while encouraging students to become
involved in social, environmental and
political activism.
ConnPIRG
is part of
the larger
P1RG (Public Interest
Research
Group)
movement,
which is an
outgrowth
of the soWith his
cial, envipartner, Shanronmental
non Stprmont
. ,. JW^ll stand on the brink of a new life, ,
Kipper, Melissa Pytlak '02 and Stprrnont
'02,"he ran a
But I'm here to tell 'ol Sparky and the and.- cona new world, and, for many of us, a new
concept called unemployment. If I may rest of you: Don't do it. You never know sumer activism campaigns led by Ralph panel on campaign finance reform wich
take a personal moment here: Any par- when these fellas might come in handy. Nader during the late 1960s. The PIRG area legislators and activists as part of
ents here who might know of any pos- Heck, I'm only sticking with my "best movement can be broken into two com- the Civic Engagement Speakers Series,
sible job openings, please see me after the friend" because I'm banking on getting ponent parts: the student PIRGs and the signed up over 100 students and commusome serious dough when the prick state PIRGs. The student PIRGs, of which nity members to vote, and handed out inceremony. Thank you.
What we now call dorms will soon be kicks the can. And that kid whose dad is Trinity's chapter is one of seventy na- formation packets prior to the
apartments. What we now call parties the head of Merrill Lynch? Yeah, we all tionwide, is the backbone of the PIRG Connecticut primary in March.
Currently there are eleven interns
will soon turn into Happy Hour. What know he's a brat; but I've got two words movement. The state PIRGs provide prowe now call roommates will soon turn for you: Insider Information. So, keep his fessional organizers, lobbyists and issue working on issues for course credit. Inexperts to complement the enormous terns are required to attend the Monday
into bratty, reclusive pricks we found phone number handy. •
In closing, allow me to quote from amount of work done by the student vol- core meetings and a Wednesday evening
from the "Roommate Wanted" signs at
the Post Office. What we've known as some drunken Irishman and say may the unteers. Additionally, in 1982 the state intern class in which they learn skills
janitors will now turn into a broom and road rise up to meet you, may the wind PIRGs combined their resources to form pertinent to their particular campaigns.
dustpan in our own hands. It is for all of always be at your back, and until we USPIRG, which is based in Washington,
Becca Mayer '02, who has participated
the reasons that I've just outlined that I meet again, may you never suspect me DC and provides lawyers, lobbyists and in the Core for the past two years, and
experts who tackle a variety of national who will serve as the co-chair of the
wish to ask for Godspeed upon you all. for those missing CDs.
issues.
chapter next fall, points out that stuWithin Connecticut there are three dents can be involved as much or as little
campus chapters: Trinity, UCONN,and as they wish: "On one level students can
UCONN-Hartford. Additionally there is get inolved on a one time basis - such as
a small state office in West Hartford that the Hunger Cleanup. They also have a
provides professional staffers to work chance to either work on or run a campaign that builds incredible public relawith students on campaigns.
Despite the presence of professional tions skills, media skills, organizing
staffers, the strength of the PIRG move- skills and leadershipskills. Students can
ment is in the thousands of involved stu- have a larger impact on the social issues
dents across the U.S. "The beauty of the that they witness."
PIRG movement is that students have
When asked about ConnPIRG's role on
power at the top and at the bottom," says campus, Tamar Kipper '02, who will
Brendan DeMille (of Aspen, California serve as the Chapter Co-Chair next sefame), who is the staff member that mester, says, "we are the most activist of
works with the Trinity chapter. DeMille all the organizations on campus. Stuadds, "the staff members role is simply dents work on so many different levels
to be a resource to the students." Under- and in so many different campaigns."
graduates make decisions and provide
"ConnPIRG provides students who are
leadership at all levels of the organiza- committed to an issue, or interested in an
tion.
issue, the resources and the organizaEvery Monday night the "core" group tional skills and the motivation to get
meets in the basement of Mather to dis- results," adds DeMille.
cuss progress on campaigns and to plan
"ConnPIRG is a constant reminder
events. Although DeMille sits in on the that we are not going to be able to go
meetings, the meetings are entirely stu- through life ignoring social and environdent run. Additionally, there is a state mental problems that affect all of us,"
FILE PHOTO
board which is composed of under- says Mayer.
graduates from the three chapters
She adds, "If ConnPIRG has taughtme
within the state. This board chooses and anything, it is that there is no one who is
organizes state campaigns, and is a re- exempt from, or excused from, being an
source for the students.
active part in society."
One of the above people is our very own school president, Evan S.
The National Student Forum, which
"All the greatest social movements
Dobelle, Can you guess which one? We'll give you a hint, he's not
is composed of students from each state, have come off of college campuses.
the one on the bottom right. Answer on page 12.
runs the show on the national level. The ConnPIRG is one vehicle to get results on
forum decides the national campaign issues that students feel strongly about,"
that the PIRGs work on, and organizes says DeMille.
:

!einl":
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Canyou find the Cottege 'President?
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Pastis on Ann Street Offers a Taste of Paris
AmolModi '03 wines and dines Beth Gilligan '01 downtown
BY BETH GILLIGAN
AND A M O L M O D I

Restaurant Reviewers
Amol and I have an unusual friendship. It is largely based on getting free
stuff from Trinity. For instance, over
Spring Break we went on an all-expenses
paid trip to Paris (okay, granted there was
a journalism conference involved, but
let's not focus on the small details). Last
Thursday, we ventured over to Pastis restaurant to relive our time in France, compliments of The Tripod. Pastis is a terrific
eating option for the student that has a
somewhat liberal dining budget and is
Beth and Amol relive their glory days in Paris.

There seems to be a hydrant every five
feet in Hartford, so we figured it wasn't
that big of a deal if we blocked just one
of them. Luckily, we managed to avoid
getting ticketed. I don't, however, recommend this system. Parking tickets downtown can be costly, so you may just want
to shell out six dollars for valet.
in the mood for a lengthy dinner. It is not
Anyway, we finally made it indoors,
the place to go if you're looking to grab a and were definitely impressed with
quick bite with some friends.
what we saw. A re-creation of a Parisian
For starters, parking can be an abso- brasserie, the atmosphere lends itself
lute nightmare. Pastis is located on Ann well to dinner conversation, although it
Street, which is in the busy section of gets a little noisy after quitting time in
Hartford (yes, a busy part does exist). the nearby offices. The service, though,
After circling the block a number of was good, as we were greeted by the
times, we eventually got fed up and owner and chef Chris Hussey amicably
k d right
i h iin ffront off a fire
f hydrant,
hd
parked
and seated promptly.
l The
h waitress was

Review

very accessible (a large improvement
over true brasseries), and checked upon
us regularly with more bread in hand.
While the atmosphere and the service
were good, it is the food that really makes
this place shine. After the obligatory basket of bread (which is crusty and chewy
and wonderful), we enjoyed a plate of
bread and country pate, which was accompanied by a cranberry pear chutney,
minced onions, and miniature pickles.
This was followed by butternut squash
bisque with a lobster cream. The soup
was thick, subtly flavored, and an absolute delight.
For an entree, Amol chose the lobster
and mushroom crepe, with a leek sauce.
Like the soup, the crepe was subtly fla-

vored, but still superb. Beth opted for the
Coq au Vin; a delicious chicken covered
in wine sauce, with vegetables on the
side.
Amol capped off dinner with the dessert special; a chocolate custard, with an
almond biscotti, and coffee. Beth chose
the profiteroles (which are kind of like
mini chocolate eclairs) with mint ice
cream. Overall, the food was second to
none, although the portions were a bit
small.
An extensive wine list offers something for almost anyone, on almost any
budget. Pastis also serves beer and good,
old-fashioned cocktails. There is a small
bar on the premises.
The space is small and cozy. The decoration is colorful and lively. Without a
doubt, Pastis captures something of the
flavor of a small Paris cafe.
Pastis does, though, have its flaws. As
we mentioned, it does get rather noisy in
the early evening, so we would suggest a
late dinner.
Of course, you will also have to bring
a hefty wallet, as dinner for two easily
ran up to $70; and, if you want to avoid
parking in front of a hydrant, you'll want
to pay for parking. If you've got the cash
to spare, and you are in the mood for an
intimate dinner, however, Pastis is definitely the place to do it.
Pastis Brasserie is located at 201 Ann
Street inHartford. Reservations are suggested. Call (860) 278-8852 for more information. '

Learning takes no vacation,
bill w^ won't stop yours

but Stimmerterm
You eat, we pay! Fill out the form
below and return it to the Tripod
Features box, # 702583
Extension
Year

at the University of Hartford

Shades of Knowledge
Earn three credits in three weeks
Small class sizes
Over 400 courses and programs open to
students from all colleges and universities

Top Ten People And Things
That We Cannot Believe Are
Still Around

PL,

0

Day, weekend, and evening classes to
fit your schedule

call today
860-768-4978
register online
www.hartford.edu

H
10. Dick Clark
9. Elian Gonzalez
8. Jarvis

First session begins week of May 15
Second session beginsweek of July 10

University o/Hartford
You could be a part of this!

7. Cher
6. The Boston Celtics
5. Strom Thurmond
4. SGA
3. AC/DC
2. FayeDunaway
1. Sharon Herzbergei

Write for Features and se® your work immortalized.
Call James or Brian at extension 2583.
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Summer School
BY BRIAN NANOS

Features Editor

It's already the middle of April, and I'm
done. I'm guessing that most of the
people on this campus feel the same way.
There is little work left in many of my
classes. In fact, a lot of them are finished.
I'm pretty sure 1 know what grades I'm
going to get. So 1 feel motivated to
do...well... to do nothing. I believe it's
called spring fever.
Spring fever is why I spent most of this
afternoon "chillin." It's the reason why
my friends and I spend afternoons on the
quad playing softball games that we
have almost no chance of winning.
Spring fever has erased any chance that
we would be getting anything done this
weekend.
Spring fever is one of the reasons why
I think that "Trinity Summer College"
doesn't exist. If you've never heard of the
Trinity Summer College, don't feel left
out, because I'm sure there are a whole
bunch of people who are confused about
the notion of a "summer school."
Let me try to explain it to you. Apparently, Trinity College makes the claim
tha t there are people who go to classes a t
our school while the rest of us are home
for the summer. Now, I know what you're
saying, "The college would never advertise something that didn't really happen."
Well, then explain why this very same
college told us that there would be a comedian giving a show in the Vernon Social Center last Thursday night. If you
were in the "Party Barn" on that night
(and I know you weren't), you would
have seen that the comedian, instead of
giving a performance, was sitting in the
*ctfiwd" (that consisted of 5 people) and
eating some pizza. Any student who
made the mistake 6f going to Vernon in
order to be entertained, would have been

sorely disappointed.
Anyway, if the powers that be are willing lie to us about the fact that there will
be entertainment available in the "Party
Barn," there is no reason to think that
they would not lie to us about this "Summer College." So, let's look at why it
doesn't make sense to have college in the
summer.
First of all, I believe that it would be
too hot to hold College in the summer.
• For some reason, whomever designed
my dorm room decided to make it impossible to turn off the heat. Yes, the
heating vent does have little knobs, but
I'm convinced that they were put there
for thesole purpose of driving my roommate insane. I've been awakened at night
by my roommate turning the heating
knobs back and forth and yelling "How
do you turn the [word that I'm not allowed to say in the paper] heater off?"
Logic dictates that if when it's 70 degrees
outside, my room is at least 95 degrees,
then when it reaches 90 degrees in Hartford, the dorm rooms will be almost as
hot as the surface of the sun. It is physically impossible to hold classes the
morning after every student has melted
in his sleep.
There are plenty of other reasons why
Summer College doesn't make sense. For
example, in the summer, people are apt
to wear mesh shorts that have no pockets. Exactly how are they supposed to
smuggle cans of beer into freshman
dorms when they don't have any pockets?
So that settles it. Summer College
doesn't exist, and thanks to my great investigative reporting we all know it.
Next, I'm going to investigate some other
things that I'm sure don't really exist,
even though the college tells us that they
do. For example, I'll look into the alleged ,
Student Government Association and
this mythical Sharon Her zberger person we keep hearing about.

Crossword 101
" Jockeying F o r P o s i t i o n "

Mystical Bob
Reads tine Staus
flSCE.5
TE5 I?~MAR2O

Virgos are often so reserved that they
are mistaken for dead. Then again, at
other times they are tearing my heart
from my chest and jumping up and
down on it over and over again (I'm
still kinda bitter about being
dumped).

You're a sneaky one, aren't you? But,
are you sneaky enough to take my
girl? Well, I know one thing for sure. I
know that you aren't sneaky enough
to get away with it. If you took her, I'm
gonna hunt you down. Pisces are
weak and easy to beat up after they
have taken your girlfriend.

ARIES

• JL 5EFT25-OCX22 - L
This week, I'm going to use the stars
to find out who stole my girlfriend. At
least they are good for something. The
stars say that you enjoy quirky behavior. You like to do things that are out
of the ordinary. I think that stealing
my girlfriend would be "out of the ordinary." Did you do it?

MAR 21 - A m

You're cool and pretty soon you're
gonna find the guy who took your
girlfriend, and then you're going to
beat him over the head with a large
object.

TAURUS
\TK 20 - MAY 20

SCORFIO

Jfcf

The stars say that you are being really
calm and taking it easy. You feeling too
OCX 25-NOV 21 KJV
laid back to get out of bed in the mornThe stars say that Scorpios are the ing. The chances that you took my girlkind of people who want to have ev- friend are slim, because you don't have
erything. They just need to have it all. the energy. So, don't use any energy
In short, they are greedy. So maybe it worrying about me accusing you of
was a Scorpio who took my girlfriend. anything.
I'm gonna keep an eye on you.

GEMINI
NOV 22-DEC 21
The stars tell me that you are in a great
'time to prosper before your level of
success falls. Maybe your prospering
was when you took my girlfriend, and
perhaps the falling will be when I find
you and beat the bejesus out of you.
Watch yourself, buddy.

MAY 21 r J U N 20

Abundance, fertility,, pleasure, and
love. Those are the words that describe what you'll be doing this week.
Yup, those are suspicious words, aren't
they? I think maybe you took my girl.
Is there anything that you want to
confess?

By M CaKty

ACROSS
t First, for one
5 Lean Jack
10 Morsels
14 Sore

CANCE.R
JUN21 -JUL22

CAPRICORN
D E C 2 2 - J A N \9

The stars say that you are extremely
cocky and proud. Do you think you're
better than me? Huh? Do you think
you can just take my girl and get away
with it? You won't.

41

47
_

.........

45

56

5 Marched
S Ski tips
7 Hindu deity
8 Shevat follower
9 Sorer
,10t983 Michael Jackson hit
11 Stagnated
12 Busnos Aires suburb
13 Get up
21 Great the villain
22 Slithered
24 Copies
26 Gram, school
27 Molten rocks
28 Horse moms
29 Pitcher
31 Ace, for one
32 Jet Jock
33 Thomas , British composer
34 Study
36 Makes law again

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC9432@aaI.com
Mall: GFR, P.O. Bax: 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

LEO

JAN 20 - FE5 IS

JUL25-AUG22

I would think that maybe you are the
one who took my girl, but you're an
Aquarius. In order for you to steal my
girlfriend, you would have to get some
play, and we all know that's not possible.
37 Beefeater et al
39 Appear
40 Scientist Jonas
41 Opposer
42 Aspects
43 Scares fllas
44 40 down's conquest
45 Peruvian transport
46 Nuts-and-bolts
48 Without any
49 John, )n Pamplona
51 Double-reed Instrument
52TH)e
55 BeJfry resident
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Answer to Fun with Pictures (From Page 10):
President Dobelle is the one on the top left. Yep, that's him
alright. If you got it right, why not go out and buy yourself a prize?

According to the stars, you aren't doing much of anything. Not like me,
I'm looking for the guy who took my
girlfriend, and when I find him, he
better look out.

LITERARY LADIES

Quotable Quota
" A horse Is dangerous
af both ends and
uncomfortable
In the middle."

f-

This is your week to be weak. This is
timeforyou to be safe as possible because you are extremely vulnerable.
For example, if you happen to have
taken someone's girlfriend, you are
primed to get beat.

AQUARIUS

iolxfl

44

"ros

43

Week

16 Use a blue pencil
17 Natural soother
18PartofHRE
19 Pond growth
20 Take to court
21 Shock Jock
23 Eight
a milking
25 Slurred over
26 Expire
28 Earn .
30 George & Louis©
31 Sang like a crow
32 Jelly container
35Dec.24&31
36 More scarce
37 Veep
38 Calendar abbr.
39 More dry
40 Italian ctty
41 Acts
42 Billowed
43 Body organ
46 Light wood
47 Disc Jockey
50 Calendar abbr.
53Ja!_
54 Effect's cousin
65 Ail ,
66 News magazine
57 Feature
58 Particle
59 Hang glide
60 Puts together In time
61 Shakespearean you
DOWN
1 Bamyard sounds
2 First amendment grp.
3 Jookey Eddie
4 Needle part
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Large Cheese Pizza

495 Farmington Avenue

hr anphm inWSortford or Hartford
fa defray

233-8888
Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

;' .;_____J

^

.

Useyour charge erf
for any delivery,,.,

.;

Medium 12" (8 ices) Thin Crust * Large 16" (8slices) Thin Crust * X-Larga 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Medium
Large
$ 7.50...-...,..........;........$ 9.85 ..„.

Gheese

Veggie...........
$10.00...
Sgt. Pepperoni Special....... $10.50

Additional Toppings...,.

Marge
$12.00 ....»„

..$14.85.......
$15.85

,.$ .50

......$ 1.00.,...

Sicilian
................$13.00

$17.50....
$19.00...

•/.........$ 1.50....

$18.50
$20.00

....

$ 1.50

TOPPINGS: Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.

HEROES (Hoi or Cold)

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
BBQ m m , hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, Ketchup.

Phiily Cheese
Cheese Steak
Steak w/Bacon.,
Phiily

CALZONES

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with RicoHa, tearella and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

;.. .............$S.5O

Calzone
$4.90
APPETIZERS
Phiily Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
$7.45
(6 for $5.75
Chicken Parmigiana
.....$5.15 Buffalo Tenders,
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide)......„.,......,.,..„.,.,..,,,....,
(12 for $6.00
Eggplant Parmigiana
...$5.15
. „ .
..„.;
-,. ,.,.
~WHI©K©R rinQ8fc>........„..•......„.,
Veal Parmigiana;
$5.15 Mozzarella Sticks
'.
1.(7) for$4.75
Sausage Parmigiana
,
$5.15 Onion Rings
....$3.20
Ham, Salami, Cheese
$5.40 French Fries
$2.65
Ham &Cheese
$5.15 Cheese Fries.....
„........„...,..„
...$3.70
Turkey &Cheese
$5.15 Fried Dough
for $2.50
Tuna & Cheese
....$5.15 Breadsticks
for $2.50
Veggie & Cheese.....
; $4.50 Garlic Bread
.....'...'......$1.85
Pepperoni & Cheese
$5.40 Garlic Bread w/cheese
$2.40
Salami & Cheese
$4.90 Chips ...„...,........,.„..„.
„ $ .50
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese ...................
$5.85 SALADS
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese..
$8.00
..................
.............. $4.05
BIT & Cheese
'............
$4.25 Tossed Salad
,
$5,75
Grilled Ham& Cheese...™........;
$4.90 Antipasto Salad,
Tuna Salad
;.&....-..; ...........;,.;..v.4|5.75
•Extra Dressing.....;;.
i.........
S f .SO ^A
served..w/garl.ic bread w/ctieese:" . : <
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Che^ft
Thousand Island, Italian, Faf
p e Italian
i W
T
;: lv
; !
Lasagna • Manicotti •Ravioli * Stuffed Shells
DESSERTS
"
• " - A
$6.3.0 (with Meat-$1.00 extra)
Triple Chocolate Cake
,,..$3.25 W
T1

Ail prices do not Include tax.

SODAS (on$ liter)

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

;...„ „.„..,.,.„. $1.80

^ P Order nTGAStK
with Any

Large Cheese Pizza $S«
with purchase of anj
large praa

with Any Large Pizza Order j Any
mi
p Coupon cannot bs £«mbtn«ci,
Mu*tm«niioni esupon Uefor# ordwmg.

Must mauitm wupm Wore ofdwlng
mat BSKW vms msm ««« w

mmi mmi mm

mm

Musi pt&tmA wispM«Coupon cssaet i » combined.
M
l
b
l
g
mm mm ma® mm ma mm mm
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Cinestucllo's Thirtieth Anniversary
See Denzel Washington's
amazing performance in The
Hurricane this weekend at
Cinestudio. The true story of
Rubin "Hurricane" Carter
will play April 20-21 at 7:30
PM with a Saturday Matinee
at 2:30 PM.
Kenyon Murphy '00 will
perform an evening of music
with acoustic and electric
bass guitar at his Senior Recital Saturday, April 22 at 7:30
PM.

Don't miss Emily Goldfrank
'03 in My Ophelia; a witty soliloquy involving the familiar
characters of Shakespeare's
Hamkt, written by Elizabeth
G. Molumphy '98 and directed
by Cristina Lundy '01 in
Seabury Studio 19 at 4:15 and 8
PM this Thursday, April 20.
Take a trip down to the Yale
Center for British Art's exhbit:
The Art oJBloomsbury, Don't
miss this exhibition devoted to
the artistic achievements of
the widely publicized writers,
artists and intellectuals of
modern British culture. For
more information, call the gallery at (203) 432-2800.

HANNAH GANT

James Hanley speaks to students and Cinestudio employees at the
30th anniversary party for Cinestudio this week at Hamlin Hall.

The Pipes Last Hurrah! Senior Arts Thesis Exhibit

In the middle of the concert
the group took a slight break,
\j Arts Writer
during which, the freshmen
members performed a short skit
Friday night at eight o'clock entitled "The Pipes Feud," which
Day's Night album cover. In and white shadows of the imBY KATE HUTCHINSON
the Trinity Pipes packed pitted the freshmen Pipes
eight vertical rows, Wilson laid ages themselves.
Arts Writer
Hamlin Hall for Buttondown, against a few, choice "upperclassout the copies of his pictures in
The effect was very draa pattern: a column of eyes fol- matic. The images within the
their last concert of the year. men" Pipes. The hilarious skit
Chairs were filled, people were satirized all that is great about
This week, I once again had lowed by a column of mouths glass were also rotated or reversed in order to show a new
standing and were still arriving being in the Pipes.
the pleasure of taking an in- over and over.
as they started off with one of
Notables included: watching depth look at a senior thesis
The eight basic shots that perspective on each one. I
their most popular songs, the "Carolina" (played by Katie project in Austen Arts Center. made up the basis of Wilson's think that in these three glass
Indigo Girls' "Galileo." During Braman in a clown wig) pick Actually, to be specific, I looked exhibit were as follows: a mouth and image pieces Wilson made
a few of their songs including her nose; "Sim" (played by Amar at three projects. Adorning the in underbite, obscuring the up- the greatest move towards contheir signature, "Home Again," Baruni in a high squeaky voice) walls of the Widener Gallery per lip; a nearly closed eye gaz- veying the complexity of the
the group was joined by Pipes concluding that the best thing were the studio art final projects ing towards the right; a set of inner self.
about the Pipes is the slow and of three highly talented Trinity lips pushed out to appear more
alumni.
The works of Alexis Gallisa,
like Wilson, were self-portrayThe concert ran about an fast version of Loch Lomond, (his seniors: Michael Wilson, Alexis fleshy.
ing in nature, and photohour and a half long. There song); and of course there was
were many highlights, includ- Paige Ambrose's favorite reason,
The most interesting aspect of GalHsd's graphic in media.
ing the newly arranged Enya "the fact that the Pipes are the
However, instead of focusing
works was the multipk images of himself
song with the captivating har- only co-ed group on campus,
on such a narrow view, Gallisa
monized solo, "On Your Shore," and that behind closed doors
that he created within each image.
tried to frame his self-portrait
sung by freshman Katie none of you know what we're
in the context of a series of
Braman and senior Jen Gagos as really practicing."
photos describing a typical
well as the widely known
After exiting with raucous Gallisa, and Stephanie Carter.
It also included an eye, not day of his life.
Sheryl Crow song "Strong applause and ovation they reThe most interesting aspect
1 first examined the works of completely open, staring at the
Enough," sung by freshmen turned to perform "Drift Away" Michael Wilson, all untitled. viewer; a mouth in overbite, ob- of Gallisa's works was the mulPaige Ambrose and senior Caro- as their solo encore number. Wilson's medium was the cam- scuring the lower lip; a closed tiple images of himself that he
lina Lorenzo. Particularly funny Group leader Doris Short sang era, and his subject was the in- and squinting eye with crow's created within each image.
and unique to the Pipes was the the solo along with freshman ner self, specifically his own feet wrinkles; a mouth open and
Sometimes Gallisa's mulboy members' beer song, which Alexa Storch. The concert was inner self.
baring teeth with the lower jaw tiple views of himself are conoccurred twice during the con- followed by a short reception
As his Artist's Statement de- moved slightly to the right; and fusing. Slow Elevator features
cert.
with drinks and mingling.
clared, he intended to "delve an eye closed and squinting, four Gallisas, all of which are
wearing different outfits and
into the realm of myself as a with a part of the nose visible.
mixture of different emotions
The most impressive of two are wearing ski hats that
and perceptions."
Wilson's works were those make Gallisa difficult to recogIn order to display this realm,
Wilson photographed only his
Wilson's statementasserts his belief that
eye and mouth, in eight differthe
eye and mouth reveal most about a
ent poses: four views of his eye
and four views of his mouth.
persom
Wilson's statement asserts
his belief that the eye and
mouth reveal most about a per- which transposed the images of nize for someone who doesn't
son and this is why he has fo- eyes and mouths to transparen- know the artist personally.
However, the technique is fascused on only two parts of cies and placed them under
varying levels of glass.
cinating,
especially
in
himself for his exhibition.
The first piece of Wilson's
The artist played upon the air Cinestudio, in which a plethora
that I examined was vaguely bubbles and shadowing in glass of Gallisas fill the sears of
HANS Ml CANT
reminiscent
of the Beatles' Hard . to bring out the various black
See WIDENER page 16
The Trinity Pipes congregate outside the chapel.
BY HANNAH C A N T

Opens at the Widener Gallery
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Faye Dunaway Speaks at Clnestudio's 30th Anniversary

HANNAH GANT

Faye Dunaway with members of the staff of Cinestudio.

Dunaway felt that by encouraging and When you leave his movies "you don't
educating students to develop their know where you're going to be," she extastes, students would find their own vi- plained.
sions and help shape the future in a posiJack Nicholson, in his first leading
tive way. She closed her opening speech man role, became a friend of Dunaway's,
wishing that there were "lots of and he helped her land the part of Mrs.
Cinestudios."
Mulwray. On the set, she described him
After the film, audience members took as lots of fun and many laughs. At times,
the opportunity to question Dunaway his jovial personality clashed with
about the film, its actors, her experience, Polanski's.
and director Roman Polanski as well as
Dunaway relayed an amusing exthe film industry in general.
change between the two. After one too
One audience member asked about many jokes, Polanski told Nicholson:
working with Roman Polanski. "you're not helping me to make this
Dunaway revealed that he was a brillia nt movie." Nicholson replied (and Dunaway
director and auteur who "really knows did a very nice imitation of his charachow to tell a story," but was difficult to teristic drawl): "Roman, if there's anywork with.
thing I'm trying to do, it's help you make
However, she added that "anybody's this movie."
who's good is difficult." She admired his
Dunaway also spoke about co-star
talents and the ability his movies have John Huston, calling him one of
of bringing their audiences to another Hollywood's royalty. She laughingly replace and involving them in the story.

nel 3, Channel 30, and The National
Enquirer. In the Q&rA session that followed, many audience members who
Tripod Editors
had not previously seen Network expressed amazement at how well the
For the celebration of Cinestudio's film's subject matter has held up over the
thirtieth anniversary, actress Faye years. Written by Paddy Chaevsky and
Dunaway hosted a fund-raising effort directed by Sidney Lumet, the movie adlast weekend, presenting three of her dresses the emptiness that television has
films and answering audience questions created in American lives. In an Oscarwinning performance, Dunaway porafter the show.
The weekend celebrates thirty years of trayed Diana Christensen, a highly
student-run cinema at Trinity and the ambitious and amoral woman who embeginning.of the Cinestudio endow- bodies the soulessness of the TV generament, recently established by Trinity tion.
grandparents Alfred and Hanina
Saturday night featured Dunaway's
Shasha. The Shasha's $25,000 was set up Academy Award-nominated perforas a matching fund, and Cinestudio has mance in Chinatown. Dunaway prefaced
thus far accumulated close to its goal of the movie with a brief speech on why it
$50,000.
is important to make sure Cinestudio is
Dunaway presented Network, adequately funded for the future. She
HANNAHGANT
Chinatown, and The Thomas Crown Af- was extremely excited to find a theater Faye Dunaway with James Hanley and Peter McMorris, co-founders of
fair. The first film generated a large interested in encouraging"good movies"
;e(rjorters from Chan- as movies are the "language of dreams." ' &
BY A M Y BUCHNER
AND BETH GILUGAN

Keeping the Faith: A
New Romantic Comedy

corporate executive. She reenters Jake
and Brian's lives and the three immediArts Writer
ately reestablish their trio.
Instead of simply reestablishing their
Most everyone has heard the jokes; A friendship, a complicated love triangle
rabbi and a priest walk into a bar.... And emerges and the lives of all three are
so begins the story of Keeping the Faith, changed forever. Rabbi Jake and the
Edward Norton's directorial debut that non-Jewish Anna fall in love, and Father
was released late last week.
Brian is left in a rather uncertain place
The film, a romantic comedy starring somewhere in between. The film encourBen Stiller as Rabbi Jacob Schram, Ed- ages the viewer to ponder preconceived
ward Norton as Father Brian Finn and notions about religion and tradition and
Jenna Elf man as Anna Reilly, tells the challenges the boundaries between Justory of three friends, separated during daism and Christianity.
childhood and reunited as adults. As
" Due to their relationships with each
young children living in New York City, other, RabbiJake, Father Brian and Anna,
the three were an inseparable trio.
all question who they are and what they
As Jake and Brian grew up, they re- believe in. Perhaps one of the films greatmained best friends, despite being Jew- est strengths is that it doesn't commit to
ish and Catholic, respectively. The two any one way of thinking about religion.
lost touch with Anna, after she moved It doesn't focus totally on religion and
away with her family while they were become a dull commentary on love and
still young.
faith.
BY SARA CETMAN

This Could Be Vour
Chance!

[The movie] encourages thought about the relationship
between love and other important parts of one's life
Instead it encourages thought about
The film opens showing Rabbi Jacob
Schram and Father Brian Finn as ener- the relationship between love and other
getic and popular young men, who have important parts of one's life and chaldevoted their lives to the practice of their lenges the viewer to question himself.
Keeping the Faith combines light hu-,
respective religions in New York City.
Rabbi Jake and Father Brian are content mor with deep insight, striking a sucwith their lives, which are stable and cessful balance between love, religion,
filled with a balance of fun and mean- reality and entertainment.
ing.
The fact that the story incorporates
Both have added new life to the prac- issues of tradition and clashes between
tice of their respective religions, by con- different religions makes it a romantic
tributing comedy and energy to their comedy like no other. The unexpected
religious community, within their con- twists and turns in the plot make it a
gregations. However, the plot thickens movie worth seeing. Though it has its
when Anna suddenly returns to the city. serious parts, it has plenty of fun too.
Anna grew from a skinny, mischie- Who does Anna end up with? See it and
vous, tomboy into a beautiful, intelligent, . find out.

Write for flits
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Senior Arts Exhibition On Display In Widener
Washburn, Carter focused on line as a that combine into one image.
continued from page 14
The way in which the colors play upon
Cinestudio, some watching the film pattern within photos and transferred
onscreen, one rising from his seat, one the basic forms of Washburn's arctic im- each other creates the illusion of depth
walking down the aisle, and many oth- ages onto canvas. Since Washburn used within the painting. The same effect is
monochrome photography as his me- created in Carter's "Orchid Ridge," which
ers in various poses.
Gallisa especially paid attention to dium, Carter also decided to experiment becomes almost a topographical reprelighting and angle in his photography. with color as the expression of emotion, sentation of a mountain range.
My only criticism of Carter's work is
Not a single object is obscured by shad- inventing her own color scheme for each
the intrusion of some rougher brushowing, adding a measure of stark reality painting.
to the black and white world the artist
Carter demonstrates a real skill for work that interferes with the smoother
has created.
color composition, especially in her interpretation of color and line in the
And yet the multiple images and clear "Alaskan Cake." The photo from which exhibition. In "Glacier's Edge," she crecontrasts between black and white give
each photo an air of surrealism, as
The abstract nature of Carter's interpretation allows
though Gallisa's world is completely
within himself.
for the artist's layering of various bold colors into
The series is a revealing self-portrait,
separate forms that combine into one image.
from its beginning night photo, "Wisdom Teeth,"through the ending portrayal of study at night in Vernon.
Of the three senior exhibitions in the it is. derived shows a panoramic view of ates a vibrant image of ice towering
Widener Gallery, only Stephanie Carter marble cake moraines in an Alaskangla- above water in a green and orange color
scheme that reminded me of the Emerdid not use black and white photogra- cier.
phy to express her message.
The abstract nature of Carter's inter- ald City from The Wizard ofOzHowever, on the various facades of the
Working with the monumental na- pretation allows for the artist's layering
ture photography of Bradford of various bold colors into separate forms looming glacier Carter adds some obvi-

ous brushstrokes that do not mesh with
the rest of the painting.
Stout white diagonal lines fall across
one angle and rougher green strokes lay
across another.
This switch from color and line context to and focus on texture in image is
rough on the images.
The problem with the addition of texture to the images is the lack of consistency in its application.
Had Carter applied this to a painting
in its entirety, the texture could have enhanced the depth illusions of color perhaps instead of changing a view on
singular parts of an image.
Yet overall Carter's works are brilliant
to look at. The colors are mesmerizing.
Also, a collection of the photographs
which she drew from in creating her
works is available for reference in the gallery.
The senior exhibitions will be on display in the. Widener Gallery through
April 28. I highly recommend seeing
these incredible shows of student talent.

Fred Darsow Dance Troupe Dances Up A Storm At Studio 47
Traditional Flamenco and Modern Dance Fuse To Create Inventive and Engrossing Choreography
BY A M Y BUCHNER

Arts Editor
Fred Darsow and four female members of his company came to Trinity last
Wednesday in the latest segment of the
Studio 47 Performance Series.
In a very informal setting, Darsow, a
friendly and engaging performer and
choreographer, told the audience that he
would make the evening's performance
: a: casual one since he was a "casual kind
of guy." He and his group performed for
the audience with only a tape for accompaniment. Sans costumes and lights, the
group let their work speak for itself; it
spoke very well.
The first portion of the program involved a brief demonstration of some of
the basic flamenco dance moves by
Darsow and one of his dancers. The
sharp twists and turns and staccato
stamps were well executed and visually
and audibly stunning.
Unlike many dances that rely on

Every FRIDAY* SATURDAY
Doors open 8pm

more graceful movements, the flamenco
involved powerful, strong stressed movements.
What made the dance so beautiful to
watch was the grace and fluidity with
which the dancers performed these
strong movements.
From a few quick demonstrations,
Darsow and his partner showed how
dramatic and provocative the strong percussive rhythms, upright posture, and
graceful arm movements made the flamenco. , .
,,.
.
After the audience's imroduccory

ber to the clapping sounds of Darsow
and another dancer.
The women's strong and clean movements provided some very powerful performances. As they came together and
pulled away, weaving in and out of group
patterns, all the while improvising on
flamenco steps on their own, the influence of flamenco on this modern dance
became apparent.
Perhaps it was not the traditional one
male, one female, partnered dancing that
one expects to:see with flamenco, but it
incorporated the strong, clean moves

tion and answer session with Darsow
and his dancers. An extremely inquisitive and excited audience questioned the
performers at length eliciting information on topics ranging from shoes to the
origins of flamenco.
Darsow explained that flamenco
started in the East and brought Indian
and Arabian influences to the south of
Spain and the shoes have taps on the bottom to make those quick accented steps
all the more effective.
Darsow.closed explaining that flamenco was a relatively new dance, about

From a few quick demonstrations, Darsow and his partner showed how dramatic
and provocative the strong percussive rhythms, upright posture, and graceful arm
movements made the flamenco.
view of flamenco, Darsow had the audi- and detailed arm and finger ornamenence watch him teach one of his danc- tation.
ers some new choreography. Rarely does
The last number the company perone get to watch a choreographer work formed was from a choreographed piece
with dancers at a performance, so Darsow had done in collaboration with
Darsow's suggestion was a real treat, not a composer. Accompanied by some truly
only for the dance students, but also for interesting music, three members of the
the rest of the audience.
company performed Darsow's "most abThe audience watched in amazement stracted flamenco" piece.
as one of his gifted company members
The dance was very different from the
expertly copied his moves, clapping for more traditional flamenco seen in the
her in encouragement. This unique previous pieces and even the other mod•'chancet6fwatch a dance ih progress was ern piece, but details and basic flamenco
very different and1 a pleasure to watch.
movements were utilized and meshed
•••'"''• After the!quick rehearsal, three otherwell with more modern steps and chowomen from the company performed an reography.
amazing modern-style flamenco numThe evening concluded with a ques-

two hundred years old, and only in the
last ten years has it gained popularity. As
a lover of flamenco (he's half Colombian
and studied in Spain) he hopes to use it
to create a new flamenco.
What he loves about the dance is that
it combines the "ritualistic and the theatrical." However, he hopes to modernize the dances and the music (making
verses in English as well as the traditional Spanish) to help connect audiences to the theater and the ritual.
Hopefully, his Studio 47 experience
showed him that his work meets with
enthusiastic crowds and he will continue to create these amazing fusions of
old and new flamenco.
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Faye Dunaway At Trinity College Ravenshead Stuns Audience
continued from page 15
counted how rooms rose to greet Huston
who would walk through the crowds
saying "don't rise, don't rise."
One audience member asked about
directorial clashes between Polanski
and Huston. She simply smiled and
called Huston "the old man and the
sea" and explained that he needed very
little direction. However, she believed
that he deferred to Polanski just on
general principle.
In terms of directors, Dunaway explained that she likes a director that
"knows your process...knows the steps
to get you there," like Arthur Penn
during Bonnie and Clyde. She feels
that a director should "let you take
risks and have the freedom to find the
great stuff."
When questioned about her performance in Chinatown, Dunaway remarked, "I'm usually notoriously hard
on myself, but 1 thought I was good. 1
was surprised."
After a discussion of the film, the
questions became more open-ended.
Dunaway discussed her feelings on the
film industry and becoming an actress.
She decided to go to college first and form
as a person before honing her skills.
Dunaway felt that education was vital to
creating good films and stressed that one
must "know how to think first before

Casablanca and the other great great
movies."
The event concluded on Sunday afternoon, with a screening of the original

Opera Widely Liked and Appreciated by Trinity Community
BY LESLEY MILNER
Arts Writer

Thomas Crown Affai r, followed by a pri-

his boa t too hard, leaving Crowley as the
only man in the race. Realizing that everyone would discover his deception,
Crowley abandoned his ship, and it was
found adrift in the mid-Atlantic in the
summer of 1969.
Ravenshead is, a wonderful show,
which shows the slow breakdown of this
man's psyche, and attempts to explain
why he.did what he did. Eckert did an
amazing job conveying, the journey
which this man's mind underwent. The
set was amazing, being basically a boat
on stage.
This boat was complete with a sail
pole that Eckert would sit on and swing
back and forth across the stage while
singing. There was also a mast, which
Eckert would climb, and which was used

vate reception with Ms. Dunaway. In her
Ravenshead was written by Rinde
introductory speech before the movie,
Eckert
and composer Steve Mackey, and
Dunaway again stressed the importance
of supporting organizations such as performed by Eckert and the Paul
Drescher Electro-Acoustic Ensemble
Cinestudio.
She also remarked that although she from San Francisco. The opera was based
had a cameo in the 1999 remake of on a man who attempted to sail around
Thomas Crown, she has yet to actually the world alone, and to advertise this
view that version of the film, as she event, the Austin Arts Center sent letter
remains somewhat attached to the to people who are taking arts classes,
older one. After screening the 1968 ca- work at Austin Arts Center, and all the
per, Dunaway fondly recollected work- members of the crew teams.
The man that this opera was based on
ing with Hollywood screen legend
was
named Donald Crowley, who was an
Steve McQueen, who she called "a deEnglish
businessman who joined in the
lightful man, gone much too soon."
race
to
sail
around the world in 1968. He
Dunaway remarked that she felt that
the time period following Hollywood's
golden era still produced great films beThis show was absolutely amazing,...If you did not
cause there still remained cinematograsee this show, then you absolutely missed out
phers "who remembered what those 'old
guys' did.'" Movies today are failing because they lack "that kind of grace and had developed new navigational soft- to great effect in the last scene, while the
elegance" that made the older films so ware, and felt that this would be an ex- boat and Ravenshead's mind are both
appealing and classic. Dunaway stressed cellent way to promote his new product. breaking down. The lighting was also
the intelligence-factor and the need to However, he was not a very experienced very effective, using blues and greens to
make more intelligent, slower but el- sailor, and his boat was very unprepared show the calmer times, and transitioning
egant, thoughtful films in the same vein for the voyage. When he got out to sea, to reds as Ravenshead begins to lose his
as the classics.
the boat began to take on water, the self- mind.
For this reason, Cinestudioseemed an steering mechanism didn't work, and
This show was absolutely amazing,
neither did Crowley's new device. from the music and acting, to the scendecided to pretend that he was ery and lighting. If you did not see this
Dunaway stressed the intelligence-factor and the need Crowley
doing better than he actually was. He show, then you absolutely missed out on
to make more intelligent... thoughtful films.
had two logbooks, and in one, he wrote an experience which you would never
of the idealistic voyage that he would forget. Eckert on stage, literally losing
grabbing a camera and making a movie." important cause. As a preserver of old share with the world, and in the other, his mind as the sail waffles back and
When asked about recent films and and new movies of grace, polish, thought wrote the truth about everything that forth behind him is a truly extraordiwhy they are not "up to snuff" with and intelligence as they are meant to be was going wrong. Knowing that anyone nary sight.
In closing, 1 would like to commend
Hollywood classics, Dunaway won- seen on the big screen, Cinestudio is wor- who came in first would be scrutinized
dered if the demise of great film was thy of much attention and a future. very closely, Crowley set himself up to the actors, players, and technicians who
not related to technical innovations Dunaway's effort in this fund-raising come in second, behind the only other conceived and performed this piece for
iSaUSyi^^|X,ists like George helped immensely arid sK'e'sTio'ulcfife 'fnaifwSo"^^^SfWWS"mti. "However, a job well executecfi If the pappose of art
Lucas She enjoys Chinatown so much thanked for helping to insure the future he made himself seem like he was too is to entertain and inform; they sucbecause it is "in the tradition of of Cinestudio and great films at Trinity. close to the leader, and the leader pushed ceeded admirably.

An Interview With Professor Of Fine Arts Joseph Byrne
BY MICAH COCEN
Arfs Editor

MC: What area is your focus?
JB: My focus is painting, mainly oil
painting, but I incorporate other types of
art forms to support that.
MC: Do you find that a lot of students
sign up for these courses? Is there a lot of
interest in oil painting?
JB: Yes, I would say so. You know I've
been here since January of last year, so
I'm still relatively new to Trinity, but my
sense is that the studio courses in general are usually over-enrolled. Our art

repeat courses in more in depth.
It's kind of two things: getting the students who are more serious and really
get hooked on. it and other students who
come in to a studio arts course with a
passion to get as broad an education as
they can get while they're here at Trinity. ,
MC: Do you think the service courses,
the more generalized art courses, are well
served within the department?
JB: You know we're a small department, so we all try to cover everything.
As well as the four regular professors, we
have adjunct professors who also support the program. We all teach the 100-

We do need space... where we can put up informal
displays of work so that the community can see what
students in the studio arts department are working on.
history majors are required to take some level courses and in effect that's part of
studio courses and this helps to contrib-^ the challenge, being able to make sure
ute to the large demand for these courses that we can offer enough entry-level
courses to service the Trinity commuand how quickly they fill up.
When you teach at a liberal arts col- nity and also make sure we cover all the
lege like Trinity, what you get are some majors' courses for students further along
students who have had a background in in the program.
MC: Do you think student art on this
art and a lot of interest and then you get
students who haven't ever had any ex- campus is effectively displayed and acperience in art and they are very bright knowledged?
JB: Yes and no. Trinity has some work
students and the fact that they're very
bright students makes them interesting to do in that our studio arts needs some
improvement concerning where we
to work with.
You can challenge them, but it is very teach as well as where we can exhibit.
interesting to open students up to work- What we've had in the past is this design
ing in a way that they haven't before, es- gallery, which is a storefront down on
pecially in our early foundation courses. Zion Street, and we've used that in the
That can be a very exciting class to teach. past to showcase thesis exhibitions. UnI really enjoy that aspect of teaching and, fortunately, we've lost that area.
That space has been taken away from
it's a really great feeling when some of
these students go on and continue and us. We do need space on campus where

we can put up informal displays of work
so that the community at large can see
what the students in the studio arts department are working on.
There is the Widener Gallery at the
Austin Arts Center that is a good gallery,
but that is more professional gallery. It's
not geared towards students and it
shouldn't be.
Our ideal is a new building, which I
think is something the college wants to
happen as well, so that we can have new
teaching facilities as well as new places
to display student art, where students
can propose experimental exhibitions
and see them realized. Recently, the studio arts majors have organized a show
that occupies the second floor of the
Austin Arts Center.
They curated and selected the work
themselves and it will probably be up
until the end of the year. We're hoping
we'll be able to use that space better next
year. Again, we've just go to keep pushing.
MC Do you agree with those who feel
that the future of art is leaning towards
technology and isthis a good path?
JB: That's a really good big question.
You can't deny that the reality of technology is affecting every aspect of our
lives; why wouldn't it affect art? A lot of

think there will be a happy parallel existence. I think there will always be an
interest in the work of the hands.
Right now, because of technology,
there are things artist can do that they
could never do before, but it doesn't
mean that someone like me, who wants
to make paintings the way they were
made 500 years ago, can't.
I think it will be a continuation of
older traditions and the expansions of
what art can be, which will lead to the
best of both worlds,
•In fact, the first small steps we've
made is that we've cleared out a storage
room downstairs and renovated it so that
we can have one computer work station.
In fact, many of the artists being displayed right now at the Widener used
this technology.
MC:; In five years, where do you the
studio arts program? What do you expect to see in terms of space and in terms
of classes?
JB: The biggest challenge is always
space and it needs to be solved. I think
there's a strong program in place in terms
of curriculum and a large interest on
campus; The only thing :we, need to improve on is our physical situation. We
could use another faculty member, but I
think all departments feel that way.

You can't deny that the reality of technology is
affecting every aspect of our lives; why wouldn't it
affect art?
what technology is bringing to art and
art-making is really exciting.
But do I think it's the direction of art
that will exclude other more traditional
practices of art? I think probably not. I

I believe all of this will help in attracting more arts students and attracting
these students is a part of keeping the diversity of the kind of student who comes
to Trinity.
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Around
Trinity..,
Rub A Dub Dub
It was a romantic night in the Jacuzzi
— without the Jacuzzi. However, the hot
water jets were definitely there. During
Friday night's party, AT spotted a couple
of students who could have used a bit of
hosing down. Apparently this twosome
felt the foam provided sufficient anonymity to engage in some rather intimate contact.
Note to future
foam-revelers: it doesn't; and if AT was
able to identify your faces, then the REST
of you was definitely visible. ATstrongly
suggests getting a room next time around.

It's an Art Form
Nearing the end of the Sigma Psi
party this Friday night, two compadres
were sharing a "moment" outside Campus Safety, obeying the call of nature
while getting in touch with their more
"literary" sides. One of thegentlemen was
attempting to write his name on the wall,
but instead stumbled and nearly fell over.
After admiring their artistry (or lack
thereof), the two calligraphers headed
back over to the party. Looks like the beginning of a beautiful friendship,..

Marriott's Brush with Fame
You know, AT assumed that salad
(mixed raw vegetables) would be the one
dish that Marriott could not screw up.
However, the food service seems to have
managed to destroy the salad here as well,
A certain unidentified famous person
visiting Trinity this weekend was seen
spitting out her salad outside the Bistro
on Sunday. She then picked out a few
pieces of it, dumped them in the trash,
and continued, on her way. Apparently
it's not only the students who are dissatisfied with the food on campus.

Senior Shot Girls
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LECTURES

PERFORMANi

30 Years of Coeducation
On Thursday, April 20, the Women's Center
Lunch Series presents "Thirty Years of Coeducation at Trinity." Come and share your memories.
Bring a brown-bag lunch, coffee and desert will
be provided. Women's Center Lounge, Mather
Hall, 12:30 PM.

Human Rights Lecture Series
The Human Rights Lecture Series presents "International Efforts to Eliminate Landmines: Why
is the US not Cooperating?" by Christopher Kirkey,
Mine Action Scholar-in-Residence for the Canadian Consulate General, and faculty member at
Bridgewater State College. As the United States is
conspicuously absent from the list of countries
supporting the Ottawa Mine Ban Treaty (some
140 states are now signatories), Dr. Kirkey will
discuss the sources of U.S. resistance.the current
status of mine usage internationally, the Ottawa
process, U.S. mine clearance efforts (particularly •
the Demining 2010 Initiative), demining verification methods, and the rehabilitation and reintegration of mine survivors into the socio-economic
life of mine-affected states. Tuesday, April 18,5:00
PM, Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall.

Brownbag Lunch Series
Please mark your calendar for this season's last
Newer Faculty Brownbag Lunch presentation by
Professor Elizabeth Rose, department of History
and Public Policy. Her lecture is titled "Visions of
Motherhood in the History of Day Care" and will
be presented on Wednesday, April 19, at 12:10 PM
in the Rittenberg Lounge. Get acquainted with
newer Trinity faculty colleagues' research and join
in the discussion.

Biology Seminar
Come to the Life Sciences Center on Thursday,
April 20, to hear a lecture on "Greyian Distribution: The Asian - American Connection" by James
D. Lazell, Ph. D., President of the Conservation
Agency. LSC 134,4:15 PM.

My Ophelia
The Studio 19 New Play Series presents "My
Ophelia," written by Elizabeth G. Molumphy '98
and directed by Cristina Lundy '01. Emily
Goldfrank '03 plays Ophelia, who returns from
Medieval Denmark to the present. She calls up
Hamlet, Gertrude, and other familiar characters
in a witty and poignant soliloquy. Thursday, April
20,4:15 PM and 8:00 PM, Seabury Hall, 3rd floor,
free admission. Presented by the department of
Theater and Dance.

Chapei Happenirtgs
TUESDAY, April 18 .
:;
,
;
12:00 PM - Lenten Lunch Series-Friendship Chapel
5:00 PM - The Rosary - Crypt Chapel
7:00 PM - InterVarsity Prayer Group - Crypt Chapel
8:30 PM - "Women in Scripture" - Crypt Chapel
WEDNESDAY, April 19
12 noon Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt Chapel
5:00 PM - Carillon Lessons
THURSDAY-April 20
12:15 PM - Maundy Thursday Service with/Holy
Eucharist
•
5:00 PM - Roman Catholic Holy Thursday Mass
6:30 PM - Zen Meditation - Crypt Chapel
9:00 PM - InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Meeting
FRIDAY, April 21
12:15 PM - Good Friday Service
12:30 PM - Muslim Prayers - Crypt Chapel
7:00 PM - Roman Catholic Good Friday Service
SATURDAY-April 22
4:00 PM Easter Service of Praise & Worship
SUNDAY, April 23 (Easter Sunday)
10:00 AM - Roman Catholic Easter Mass
12:30 PM - Easter Celebra tion with Holy Eucharist
with the Chapel Singers

CINESTUDIO
GIRL, INTERRUPTED

Tue, April 18 - 7:30 PM

TheCalypso party at ADon Saturday
was helped along immeasurably by the
presence (not to mention) alcohol of the
young ladies known as the Senior Shot
Girls. Dressed in daisy duke cutoffs and
tight t-shirts, they dispersed pre-mixed
shots to the crowd out of two-liter
bottles. Body shots anyone?

(1999) Directed by James Mangold. Screenplay by Mangold and Lisa Loomer, based oh the book by
Susanna Kaysen. Cast: Winona Ryder, Angelina jolie, Whoopi Goldberg, Vanessa Redgrave. Let no one
say that young actresses today lack the star power of the past: Winona Ryder and Angelina Jolie have the
talent, personality and beauty to conjure up everyone from Vivian Leigh to Katharine Hepburn. Winona
Ryder inhabits the main role of Susanna, a troubled rebel in the late 1960s whose family doctor thinks
she can be tamed by a stay in a mental hospital. Once inside, she finds an unexpectedly deep kinship
with the other women who are traveling the difficult road back from mental illness. Angelina Jolie won
the Best Supporting Actress Academy Award® for her role as Lisa, a charismatic but dangerously unstable ringleader on the ward. 127 min.

Chariots of Fire

GLORIA

Who sees that you need to watch Ben
Hurtosee thiskindof spectacle? AT was
surprised to see a student barreling up
Allen Place carrying a stolen flaming tiki
torch. We thought it was the Olympics—
and apparently she did too. However, the
pair of Campus Safety officers that she
nearly ran into blatantly told her differently and asked her to blow the torch out.
The student did as told, then ran with the
torch up to the Vernon Street shuttle.
Much to the delight of her fellow passengers, she brought the object in with her,
and managed to char the entire top of the
shuttle. Not to be outdone by the aforementioned compadres at Campus Safety
artistes, at the end of the evening, she
used the charred remains on top of the
torch to write'02 on her dorm wall.

Wed, April 19-7:30 PM

(Portugal, 1999) Director Manuela Viegas. Cast: Jean-Christophe Bouvet, Raqiiel Marques, Francisco
Relvas. A new voice in Portuguese cinema, Manuela Viegas brings great insight to a portrait of a young
girl, awakening into life. Gloria is a restless 13-year-old, brought up by elderly neighbors in a remote
border town in rural northern Portugal. Once a thriving center for illegal smuggling, it is now becoming
more deserted by the day. When the station master's son is released from prison, Gloria's attraction to
this charismatic troublemaker reveals her desire for a new life of glamor and possibility. Viegas infuses
her coming-of-age tale with a sense of lament for a way of life that is quickly disappearing from Portugal, and all of Europe. 110m

THE HURRICANE

Thu, Fri, April 20,21 - 7:30 PM
Sat, April 22 - 2:30,7:30 PM

(1999) Directed by Norman Jewison. Screenplay by Armyan Bernstein, based on the books by Rubin
Carter and Sam Chaiton and Terry Swinton. Cast: Denzel Washington, Vicellous Reon Shannon, Dan
Hedaya, Liev Schreiber. The great Denzel Washington gives a monumental performance in the true
story of Rubin "Hurricane" Carter, a middleweight boxing champion who spent over 20 years in a New
Jersey prison for three murders he didn't commit. The miracle of Washington's performance is in the
way he lets us glimpse the rage and despair beneath his character's unbreakable courage. Along with
the fascinating tale of justice denied and restored, there is a spiritual journey. It begins as Hurricane,
who has shut himself off, embarks on a friendship with a young African American teenager (Vicellous
Reon Shannon) who is determined get him out of jail. 125 min. •
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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AFTER HRS.

Studio Arts Majors' Exhibition
The annual exhibition featuring work by senior
Studio Arts majors will continue through Friday,
April 28 in the Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Hours are 1:00 - 6:00 PM daily. The gallery
will reopen on Commencement weekend, May 20
-21.

1776
The 30th-Anniversary production of the Tony
Award-winning Broadway musical "1776"
marches into the Bushnell to tell the riveting
story of the nation's founding fathers and their
courageous fight for independence. "1776" will
make its Bushnell debut April 18-23,2000 as part
of the Aetna Broadway Series. Tickets are available now at the Bushnell Box Office or by calling
(860)987-5900.

The 20th Century Collection
In Spring 2000 for the first time since its reopening injanuary 1999, the Yak Center for British Art presents a comprehensive display of its
holdings of twentieth-century art. The installation draws upon every curatorial department and
features painting, sculpture, drawings, prints, artists' books, and documentary material. The
Center's collection ranges across the dominant
movements in British art from the twentieth century, from the Camden Town Group through
Vorticism, Surrealism, the Independent Group,
Pop, and the School of London to the Controversial "Young British Artists" of today. The exhibition will be on display until April 30,2000.

Book Drive
Do you have any old children's or young adult
books? The South Africa B.Y.O.B. (Bring Your Old
Books) drive is starting up, and running until the
last day of classes, on April 28, 2000. The drive
needs anything from picture to young adult
books to texts for high school literature classes.
This is for a small children's library in
Khayelitsha township that was started by a Trinity student while studying abroad in Capetown,
South Africa during the spring semester of 1999.
Books can be dropped off at the Office of Com-r
munity Service and Civic Engagement (located
in the basement of Mather Hall, between the
bookstore and the game room) or books can be
picked up if necessary. If you have any questions
or you would like to request a book pick-up, please
feel free to call David Kyle at x6659.

Leadership Awards Ceremony
The first annual Campus Life Leadership
Awards Ceremony will take place on Monday,
April 24, at 6:00 PM at the Vernon Place Social
Center. RSVP required.

Computing Center Workshop
Having trouble with MS Word? Can't figure out
how to insert that graphic into FrontPage? Bring
your questions to the Computing Center! A general computing workshop session will be offered
for students on Wednesday, April 19, at 6:30 PM,
at MCEC152.' No need to sign up, just show up
with questions that you would like to have answered.

Chocolate, Seder

Wings of Desire
On Saturday, April 29 the Yale Center for British Art presents Wim Wenders' 1987 film "Wings
j at 2.00 EM* *«.-*.„

Join Hillel for Chocolate Seder on Monday,
April 24 at 8:00 PM in Terrace Room C. It will be
loads of fun, and you'll get to eat all the chocolate

Now PLAYING
Showcase Cinemas, East Hartford
28 Days -12:30,2:45,5:00,7:15,9:25
Black and White -12:45,2:55,5:00,7:20,9:40
Final Destination -12:50,3:00,5:05,7:25,9:35
Keeping the Faith -1:15,4:05,6:50,9:30 .
..'
Ready to Rumble -1:20,4:10,7:35,10:00/ '
The Road to El Dorado -1:00,3:05,4:55,7:00,9:15
Rules of .Engagement -1:50,4:00,4:30,7:40,9:50,
10:20

American Psycho -12:25,2:40,4:50; 7:05,9:45
Erin Brbckpvicjh-l:q5,3:55,655; 935' ;"!;|'";:-;
The Hurricane-1:00,7:00 " : ' ' . ^ ' , : " ( ";'^'J'
"MyDogSkip-i2:l6:/" ' : "'i'1 ' ' •.'""V"fc
Return to Me-1:20,4:10,7:35, lb:00
Romeo Must Die -12:40,3:45,6:45,9:20
The Skulls -12:35,2:50,5:10,7:30,9:55
Where Money Is -12:20,2:30,4:35,7:45,10:05

Showcase Cinemas, Buckland Hills
28 Days -12:20,2:40,5:00,7:30,9:55
American Psycho -1:10,3:30,5:40,7:55,10:15
Erin Brockovich -1:00,4:00,7:05,7:40,9:45
High Fidelity -1:30,4:20,7:25,10:00
My Dog Skip -12:10,2:40
Return to Me -1:30,4:15,7:15,9:40
Romeo Must Die - 7:45,10:20
Rules of Engagement -1:15,1:45,4:00,4:30,
7:10,7:40,9:50,10:20

American Beauty -1:20,4:10,6:50,9:25
Black and White-5:10,10:20
.
Final Destination -12:45,3:00,5:10,7:30,9:55
Keeping the Faith -1:20,4:10,7:00,9:45
'
Ready to Rumble -12:45,3:10,5:30,8:00,10:20
The Road to El Dorado -12:30,1:00,2:30,3:00,4:30,
5:00,7:00,9:15
The Skulls -12:30,2:50,5:10,7:35,10:00
.
Where the Money Is -12:50,2:55,5:05,7:20,9:30

Elm Cinemas, Elmwood, CT
American Beauty - 7:00,9:15
Mission to Mars -1:45

The Cider House Rules - 6:45,9:00
Stuart Little-2:00 ••'

Senior Recital
On Saturday, April 22, Kenyon Murphy '00 presents his senior recital, an evening of music with
acoustic and electric bass guitar. Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center, 7:30 PM.

Bookhouse Boys
Come to the Bistro Koeppel Student Center on
Thursday, April 20, to hear the Bookhouse Boys
perform from 9:30 PM -12:30 AM. Free admission.

Spring Fling
On Friday, April 21, La Voz Latina presents
Spring Fling. Come see DJ Special K spinning up
the best in Salsa, Merengue, Bachata, Hip-Hop,
Reggae, Latin House and more! Vernon Social
Center, 10:00 PM -12:00 AM,semi-formal, Alt. Bev,
ID required.

Movie Series
The Wednesday Night Movie Series presents
"House on Haunted Hill" on Wednesday, April 19,
at 9:00 PM in the Vernon Place Social Center.

Entertainment at the Underground
Come to the Underground Coffeehouse on
Wednesday, April 19 for an Open MIC Night, featuring James and Cliff of WRTCs Hip-Hop Nation. The show starts at 8:30 PM.

Anything at the Barn
The Anything at the Barn series presents Blink,
an innovative duo which combines elements of
dance, object manipulation and silent comedy.
Thursday, April 20, Vernon Place Social Center,
9:30 PM.

Air Tech
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America $299 r.t.
Europe $179 o.w. Other world destinations cheap,
Only terrorists get you there cheaper!
Air Tech (212) 219-7000
www.airtech.com
e-mail: fly@airtech.com

Go Direct
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#l;IjTternetrbased Spring.Break-.Co.mpany -ofiq
'fering WHOLESALE pricing! We have the other
companies begging for mercy! All destinations!
• Guaranteed lowest price!
,; 1-800-367-1252
,.. www.springbreakdirect.com
.: -

Wild Rockies
; Study outside for college credit! Travel this
sumrherto Alaska, YellowStone.Mohtaha, Olympic Peninsula &r Kamchatka, Russia. Earn cred-'
its in Biology, Forestry, Environmental1 Studies,
and 'moxt; Contact'•Wild Rockies Field Institute
at (406) 549-4336 or wrfi@wildrockies.org,
Check us out on the web at www.wildrockies.org/
wrfi.

UJrile for The Trlpodl
for more information,
contact Dan a l 3e2I§83
uiuiui.trinitYtripod.com

Hey uiass 01zuuu!

don't need to work
for corporate
America
to

Survive

"Imagine if youcan"
world in which the difference between hard and soft
; the same as warm and lukewarm
world in which all you could see is the colors that people
omit
world that people communicated by altering their rates
of breaths
world devoid of pure love and absolute hatred
world in which Rlnsttin/ patriarchal relations did not exist, everybody
icteiias
ich otners firoiliBrs/sisters/oarents/cliiliireti/soerm/owaries:

For Alternative Job resources check out:

world in wfiieti food changed taste depending on how fast and bard you
faHd also where you were looking while you were chewing

.iiot! prof rtcareer.com/ http://Www.idealfst.or]
http://www.iinioiijobs.corn/

worltf wnere you couldn't haw private thoughts, because everything you
thought scrolled across your ehest
world in which peonies hearts were anil beat on the outside of tiieir
left forearms
world in which everything hail a least one curve and one absolutely
straight edge
world in which birth and death meant the same thing, hut brought no
ley or sorrow
werli! in which cWWiioort came after adulthood
world in which the faster you ran the fUTtiier you got front the finish
warlfl where erarsstie had M i l in gauges showing the levels of
chemicals running tHroutjl! their Bodies

For a totally uncensored
true creative representation
of HDD read theor writefor
o

THE OTHER V

worm where experts knew itoflilng and novices knew eversjtMiia

se expense of -mxmm @si@. A' worldmm I saw no '.beany in ugSiness
ream they bad ever taken.

o

Submission deadline 4/15
httpi//www.trincolLedu/zi]nes/othervoi/
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Men's Lacrosse Beats Amherst But Suffers
Their First Defeat OfThe Season At Williams
Bantams Fall Victim To Williams By A Score Of17-13, Losing Hopes For An Unblemished Season
'00 scored shortly thereafter, making the
score 8-7. The momentum of the game
| ULLMAN
began to shift dramatically at this point
Sports Editor and Sports Writer however, as the Williams team went on
to score three consecutive goals.
The Williams offense made the score
The Men's Lacrosse team has had a
busy week out on the road, playing 11-7 and the Bantams were not able to
Amherst this past Wednesday and Williams this past Saturday. The team returned victoribus from Amherst but lost
their first game this season to Williams.
Tri-captain attackman Bobby Souers
'00 scored three goals with two assists to
lead the Bantams to a 12-7 win over
Amherst. After the game, the team's perfect record became 8-0 overall and 5-0
in the Snively League.
Immediately, Trinity emerged as the
dominating team, advancing to a 6-0
lead. Amherst made surges in the second and fourth quarters but could never
get closer than within three goals.
Souers was joined in the scoring column by midfielder Mark Tassie '01 (with
two goals and an assist), attackman Alex
Ullman '00 (two goals), and attackman
Ravi Pillay '02 (with a goal and three assists).
Trinity tri-captain backstop Matt
Jerry '02 and Eric Wilson '02 joined
forcesfora combined 17 saves.
The game at Williams was another
story, as the Bantams did not show the
same flare they did against Amherst
early on. Playing for a Parent's Weekend
crowd, the Williams team jumped to an
early lead. The Bantams were able to
bring it back to within one at half time
though, as the score remained 7-6.
The Williams team won the opening
face off of the second half and scored

rally back from this point on. The gap
was too great, and for the remainder of
the match, the Trinity and Williams
squads traded off goals.
The Trinity team was outmatched on
that particular day, finally losing 17-13,
but it was clear they had the talent to

BY WILLIAM DICK AND ALEX

CHEESE 1»BZZA

SIDE ORDERS
W I N G S (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10)

14" Medium $7.50
16" Large $9.50
Additional Toppings: $.5Qonmed. $1.00 on large
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricoUa

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

MOZZAREtlA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN (FINGERS .. (10)
GYRO
'....
GARLIC BREAD
(16')
FRIES
CHIPS

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA

HOUSE SPECIAL . . . . MED Sio.00 . LARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepparani. mushroom, omens,
peppers.

Additional toppings $2.00 each
• • 4 HOURS NOTICE PIEASEH

498B FARftHNGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

GRINDERS

HAM

OVhffi*
.ftlHMf
, . $ 3 , 7 5 . . . . . 5 7 50
. , S3.7S . . . . $7.50
,. . $ 3 . 7 5 . . . . S?.SO
.. . $ 3 . 7 5 . . . . $7.50
,. . $ 3 . 7 5
. S7.50 .
.. . 5 3 . 7 5 . . . . . S7.50
S3 7 5 . . . . S7.S0
S3 7 5
S7.50

TURKi'i' ,,
PEPPERONI ,
ROAST BtEf
TUNA
COMBO {2 kinds of above) .. . . . $ 4 . 5 0
EGGPLANT t»ARMIGJANA . . . . S3.75
CHICKEN PARM1GIANA . . . . $ 4 . 2 5
CHICKEN CUTLET
...$4,25
S4 2 5
STEAK/CHEESE
...$3.75
MSAT8AU5
...S375
S A U S A G E ..."...•
B.L.T,
•
...$3.75
VEGGJE/CHEESE
..,$3.75
ITALIAN
,
, . . ....54.99

..- • . $3.00
. . . . . S7.50
. . . . S8.50
. . . . . S8.50
....
.....
.. .,
....
....

S8.50
. $7-50
. $7.50
. $7.50
. $7.50
. $9.98

236-2616
FREE DELIVERY**
With $7,00 Minimum Purchase
L

Zk (%e$i (Pkzu {of the ftest <Ptice j
I COMBO SPEO&L | Buy o Larga Cheese, j
Large Cheese
| With One ToppJag
10 Wings
&"* Get * Secona
% liter Soda
1 t « g e Cheese For

PR1MAVERA . :
MED 19.95 .. LARGE SI3.25
Mushroom, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced
tomatoes on a while pie.
.. ..
C H I C K E N PESTO . . . . MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
frftsh Mc^arella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $n.25 . URGE S14.SS
Fresh Mozzaieila, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Peslo sauce.
WHITE PIE
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9,95
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oragano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM . . . . . . . . M 6 0 $7.95 . . . LARGE S9.95
Baby dams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive osi.
RANCH CHICKEN . , MED S9.95 ... tARGE S!3.Z5
Fresh Ivtazarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing,
HAWAIIAN . . . . . . . . . . MED $9.50 ,'. URGE $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.

m m m mi w* if

SALADS
CHEF SALAD
:.......
Ham. turtey, choose, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.

SS.50

ANTIPASTO
,
'.. $5,50
Salami, pepperoni cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.
TUNA5A1AD
..S4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.

GREEKSAIAD

$4.95

$4.95
, $4.95
$4.25
. . . . . . . $3.00
$1.99
; . . . . $.50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

$15.00

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
CENOA

beat Williams under different circumstances. For one, the heckling from the
Williams fans was the loudest that many
Trinity players had ever heard.
The main problem that the Trinity
team faced was during periods of transition, as their midfielders were mismatched. Williams took advantage of
these situations, while play was more
even and the flow of the game was
settled - defined as when one team has
possession of the ball.
Mike Engel '00, Trinity's face off man,
won 26 out of 32 face-offs, demonstrating his dominance throughout the
league as a face-off man. It should be
noted that the Bantams played exceptionally well in man-up situations, scoring several goals during these times.
The team's offense was strong, providing Trinity with 13 goals, with several
multiple goal scorers: Souers, Hayes, and
Ullman.
Reflecting on the strength of the offense, goal scoring machine Alex
Ullman said:"[ figured if we could score
13 goals our defense would be able to hold
them - after all, they had not let any
other team score more than lOagainst us
this season. Unfortunately, we encountered a number of mismatch situations
in the midf ield."
The morale of the team remains high
and support around the school has not
diminished. There were a number of
fans that made the pilgrimage to Williams this past Saturday, which undoubtedly helped boost the team's morale.
Everyone is encouraged to come watch
the Bantams pulverize Wesleyan at
home, at 4:00 PM th.is.'Wednesday.

,

""oSTi"

$1 # 0 0 (fiff

i Buy |8" GfaM Grindei

$4.95

Feia cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
TOSSEDSAIAD
; , . . . . . . $1.95
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
and Lite Italian.

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHEllS WITH SAUCE . . . . $5.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITi OR SHULSWITH MtATBAlLS S6.95
SPAGHETTI, Z m OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE $6.95
EGGPLANT PARMICtANA WITH PASTA . . . . . . . S7.95
CHICKEN PARMIG1ANA WITH PASTA . .
$8 95
BAKIDZITI
$7.95
M E A T RAVIOLI
••....
$6.95
CHEESE RAVIOLI
«6.95
VEGGIi RAVIOLI
S6.95
Includes salad and roll

t l mm ma

BEVERAGES

Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer,
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.

DESSERT
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Women's Lacrosse Not
About To Give Up Yet
BY KELLY j o BURNETT

Sports Writer

Trinity Women's Lacrosse, which has
been off to a slow start, picked up the
momentum as they traveled April 7th to
Maine to play Colby and Bates. Although
putting up a good fight against Colby on
Friday, the Lady Bants came up short,
losing 14-12.
The team struggled in the first half,
giving up 12 goals and scoring only 5, but

Coach Kara Tierney.
The kick-butt attitude continued as
the team played Wesleyan at home this
past Wednesday afternoon. Anna
Sullivan and Ashley Taylor '02 came up
strong offensively, each scoring six goals,
contributing to the 16-4 win over the
Cardinals. The victory boosted the Bants
record to 3-4, as they went into the Saturday contest against Williams.
Despite the strong defensive efforts by
Derosier, who was one save short of her
own college single-game record with 27

Despite their struggling record, the team's morale
remains high coming off of the recent celebration of
the 25 years of Trinity Women's Field Hockey and
Lacrosse, a time to honor retired Head Coach Robin
Sheppard.

COURTESY OF WWW.TRINCOLL.EDU

Freshman member of the Women's Lacrosse team, Katie Bowman, drives past
the defense to the goal.

rallied in the second behind upperclassmen Quinn Smith '00 and Jess Martin
'00, holding Colby to only two goals and
putting seven in the net.
Trinity kept up the pace with the
spark that they found in the second half
against Colby, as they went on to play
Bates on Saturday, April 8th. The team
came together and was on fire. The Lady
Bants blew Bates away with an impressive score of 17-4, The goals were
clinched by nine different players, including top scorers Anna Sullivan '02,
Martin '00, and Laura Davis '03.
Also contributing on the defensive
end was net -minder Katie Derosier '00,
who had 7 saves. "We were confident,
vocal, and intimidating from the second
we stepped onto the game field at Bates,
and the Bktes game made us realize how
much our attitude dictates our performance," claimed an enthusiastic Head

Men's Rugby Advances
To Quarter Finals

Continued From Page 23
as most of the play was on their side of blocked a kick in the try zone and was
able to recover it, giving them the 12-7
the field.
Finally, the defense cracked and Coast win and ending Trinity's dream of anGuard was able to sneak into the try zone other championship.
It was unfortunate that such a hard'
early in the game. But later, Trinity responded with a try by Jorge Zarzosa '01 fought battle and tournament came to
from a great pass by Jason Butsch '01, an end on that sort of a play, but Trinity
who made the two point conversion to is sure to keep their heads up after exceptional play throughout the weekend.
tie the game at 7-7.
Bpt,h,t teams played ; hard, as Trinity Trinity looks to turn things around next
continually defended their goal line, pre- ".'Saturday,as they, head up to Vassar for
. ,ve,n ting Coast Guard from scoring. With their next match, f/ansare welcome to
":
less than a'minute to play, Coast Guard come out and support the team.

Spend your summer in Maine at

Camp O-AT-KA

"S

•8

8

universe

www.carapoatka.coim
Woodworking
Climbing Wall
Windsurfing
k'jmlu'n|"/Ca noting
Fly-tyiUg
nn4nwe!
Situated on beautiful Sebaga I .ake, O-AT-KA provides great fun
Bjida supportive environment for its brtys. Traditional values are
an integral part of camp life, reinforced by outstanding staff! Two
counsleors share in &ipervisirtg 6 - 9 boys per cabin, ages 7 - 1 6 .
Salary range is between $1300 - E3000, plus milage credit is
available! Come and help celebrate our 95th summer!
Pleas* contact; Camp O-AT-KA, Ean Cuthberr, Director, 5^3
Sebago Rond, Sebago, ME Oi()lf> for sin application and vidnu.
Call l-*0n-S18-84S5 or email us at campoatka@aol.com

Tennis

Water-siding
Photography
Poftery

LOW
STUDENT
AIRFARES

Europe • Africa • Asia • South America
More Than 100 Departure Cities!
I8- Eurailpasses«Bus Passes»Study Abroad
o

One of the countries oldest &.
finest boys resident camps!
Multi-talented counselors wanted far the following:
Camp craft
Sttttr

saves, the Bants fell 12-4 against Williams. The team was led offensively by
their captain, Martin, however they were
outshot 39-12 by the Ephs.
Despite their struggling record, the
team's morale remains high coming off
of the recent celebration of the 25 years
of Trinity Women's Field Hockey and
Lacrosse, a time to honor retired Head
Coach Robin Sheppard.
The celebration which took place the
weekend of April 7lb was filled with
events for alumni and current teammates.
The players of the 1970s, 1980's, and
1990's passed on their energy and enthusiasm to the 2000 Bants, who will carry
on the tradition of excellence.
The women's lacrosse team will face
Middlebury on the 18th of April at
Northf ield and Amherst, at Amherst, on
the 22nd.

•I

Fishing
Hiflcry
Bnsetwll
Archery

•com

IT'S YOUR WORLD. EXPLORE IT.

www.StudentUniverse.com
CO

800-272-9676
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Tennis Team Solidifies
also all been major contributors to the
solid line up. Utility player Liz Bontempo
has finally settled into second base and
quickly made it her home. Bontempo has
This year's Trinity Softball team re- teamed together with shortstop Mase to
turns to the mound after a difficult 1999 protect the middle infield. They have
. season which ended with record just shy developed into an unstoppable force in
of .500. This year the team has high our defense.
hopes of reaching post-season. In her
The freshman class has provided
fourth season at Trinity, Coach Fran seven players and five regular starters for
Vandermeer, was excited to combine a the Bants this year. Sophomore Clare
solid group of veteran players wi'th Bullock noted, "We have a young but
multi-talented freshman. Senior co-cap- strong team, full of raw talent." Sue Kelly,
tains, Caitlin Luz and Nikki Law, have Kelly Kempner and Laura Heath have
''*'- BY MOIRA SKEADOS

Sports Writer

"We have a young but strong team, full of raw talent"
-Sophomore Clare Bullock
proved to be both solid players and lead- proved themselves solid outfielders and
ers throughout the season.
at bat while Maureen Hennigan has held
The Bantam offense is blessed with down the first base position.
many solid hitters. Junior Brianna
Freshman Kristy McDermott and
Stanton, returning from a back injury sophomore Heather Standring have both
that kept her from playing for the ma- pitched excellent seasons. The young
jority of last year, has lead the Trinity pitching staff has managed to scatter
squad with a .377 average. Co-captain, opponents hits enabling the Bantams to
Caitlin Luz, also leading Trinity's offense come up with clutch wins.
with a .333 average, was named in the
The Bantams are struggling with a 8~
NESCAC honor role for having a phe- 17 record but a sweep against NESCAC
opponent Bowdoin last Saturday was a
nomenal 7-9 weekend.
Junior Tricia Mase and sophomores nice win as they battle for the play-offs.
Liz Bontempo and Clare Bullock have This week the team faces Western Conn.

BY MATTHEW SHARNOFF

Sports Writer

The Trinity College Men's Tennis
team boasted a remarkable record
this past week. Wednesday, the
Bants defeated an impressive Tufts
squad that had already posted a
victory over Amherst College.
Trinity ended up winning the
match 6-1. Though the weather
conditions .were quite adverse the
Bants played aggressive doubles
and won the doubles point convincingly.
After doubles, Trinity continued
their dominance by playing very
impressive singles lead by Trinity's
superstar Rosti Orach. In addition,
team captains Steve Wohlford, Jared
Sheikh, and Matthew Sharnoff played
very well to solidify the victory.
On Friday Trinity hosted a talented
Wesleyan Team. Once again the Bants
had another impressive 6-1 win. The
Bants did not have to battle much to beat
their weaker opponents, who were
slower and appeared weary for much of
the match.
Trinity's third match of the week was
played Saturday morning against a hungry Connecticut College Team. Though
Connecticut College played well, Trinity
prevailed once again, winning the match
7-0. Both singles and doubles provided
a stellar performance. Long time Trin-

ity tennis fanatic and athletic supporter
Henry "the bod" Peabody exclaimed,
"These boys play some damn good tennis, but honestly I prefer women."
On Sunday, Trinity ventured up to Boston to play Brandeis College. Yet again
Trinity posted a 7-0 victory. This win
was very important for the Bants considering the poor weather conditions they
faced in addition to an intense week of
tennis.
In general, the perseverance the team
has displayed is one of their most important assets. Approaching their final
week of regular season play, the Bants
will face off against MIT, Skidmore, and
Williams.

Women's Rugby Is
NATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEMS
Hungry for a career opportunity that is
intellectually challenging, highly dynamic,
and extremely relevant to the current
national agenda of education reform? New
York and D.C. aren't your only options....
Northampton and Amherst, Massachusetts,
in the majestic Pioneer Valley, are cities of
extraordinary culture and recreation. You
could be living and working here, with a
national company that develops and
administers customized education testing
programs throughout the U.S.
We are looking for organized, dynamic
candidates with backgrounds in education,
psychology, or statistics to enter our extraordinary staff. In exchange for your skills and
aptitude, we offer excellent benefits. We also
provide a great reason to move to the most
beautiful area in New England.
Send your resume and cover letter to:
.'
Personnel
NATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 226 Amherst, MA 01004-0226
E.O.E.

emerged victorious.
The indisputable highlight of the
game was the pretty try scored by second row Basha Dzienis '02, her first of the
It was a weekend to remember for the season. The Trinity squad had advanced
Trinity women's rugby team. After big hard and were well over Sacred Heart's
wins in the first two games of the regu- 22 yard line. Ace rookie and fly-half
lar season, as well as weeks of demand- Meredith Tuttle '02 worked plays that
ing practices, they had high expectations had Trinity's backs crashing into the opfor the Beast of the East Tournament, posing line to set rucks and mauls. With
held in nearby Portsmouth, Rhode Is- the try beckoning, Dzienis came off a
land. As they would later discover, the ruck, sailed over the line, and dove into
weekend would require of them nothing the try zone. Trinity dominated the rest
less than complete concentration, inten- of the game and rewarded themselves
sity, and spirit. The lady ruggers deliv- with a well-deserved win after a long
day of playing.
ered.
, •
The lady ruggers faced Plymouth
They kicked off the tournament with
a game against University of Maine Sat- State on Sunday morning. With the loss
urday morning. The odds were stacked of players toinjury, only one substitute,
against them as they faced a bigger and and a rearranged starting back line, the
stronger team. Responding with skill Trinity squad pulled together to find the
and precision, the lady Bantams held intensity they had used the day before.
their opponents by gaining yardage with Trinity responded to each of Plymouth
aggressive mauls by the forwards and State's aggressive plays with excellent
fast breaks by the back line. Despite their tackling by Melissa Py tlak '02 and rookie
eventual loss, the Trinity squad showed Jahinde Frederick '03, who both consistheir opponents that they would not be tently took down players at least twice
easily beaten. Chrissy Tucker '00 and their size. Tucker had another game well
captain Kimmy Clark '00 led Trinity's played, as she continually came off rucks
pack offensively with hustle on the ball and mauls to charge forward and gain
and strong pushes in the scrum, while yardage with no hesitation. Last but' not
the stellar second-half tackling of senior least, Maggie Griffith '02 was, as always,
Kate Phelps showcased the Bantam's de- a force to reckon with. Whether it was
fense. The Trinity squad finished the to support on the advance or to tackle on
the defense, Griffith was everywhere.
game without losing any spirit.
It was at some point after the game . The loss of the game to Plymouth
that A-side scrum-half Emily Johnson State, although disappointing, did not
'02 discovered the extent of a knee injury diminish these outstanding individual
she acquired in the first half, and there- performances or the strong sense of
fore realized that she had played the en- unity and spirit that the Trinity squad
tire game with torn ligaments. Down one maintained throughout the entire weekof their key players, the Trinity lady end. As they face two more games in the
ruggers entered the second game against regular season, the lady ruggers will reSacred Heart in the drizzling rain. They member the Beast of the East Tournafaced their opponents with a fresh back ment for their high level of play, as well
line and a new sense of urgency. They as the intensity and determination they
knew that a win would mean advancing built to achieve it. They will look for the
into the second round and the second support of the Trinity fanson their home
day of the tournament. The Bantams turf,as they battle BostonUniversity this
rose to the challenge, rallied, and coining Saturday.
\ LEAH OBIAS
Sports Writer
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Men's And Women's Crews
Find Success At Worcester

sity eight, ina race that had five tidon, the thrill of victory was
boats on the starting line. The felt across the board. Both
Sports Writer
ladies also had trouble against coaches, Stew Stokes and Pasha
the beastly women of Smith Spencer, demonstrated that
they can produce multiple winOn a mild and sunny Satur- and Holy Cross.
day in Worcester, MA, both
The women did race well, ning crews.
men's and women's crews en- however, with the combination
In the first men's first novice
joyed the sweet taste of success. of Becca Kanin '02 and KC eight, the boys from the Brooks
The racing began early in the Hagin '03 in the stern pair pro- School proved that the chemisday with the men's first varsity viding a valiant display of skill, try was there as Joseph
eight destroying the competi- power, and effort. Smith was Giallanella '03 and David Pope
tion provided by Holy Cross, able to claim victory in a race '03 teamed up as coxswain and
Middlebury.and the University that left Holy Cross in second stroke man.
of Massachusetts.
This race was the debut of the
place, Trinity in third with a
The two Georges, McLean '02 time of 8:34.10.
novice men in a new shell, the
and Hutton '01, worked together
The fourth race of the day in- Robert F. Deegan. The novice
as coxswain and stroke to lead volved the men's junior varsity men were able to finish with
their fellow oarsmen in develop- eight beating the bag out of masses of open water ahead of
ing a rhythm that would have
competition quivering with
The platinum powerhouse, so named for
fear. With an astounding time
their bleached hair, of Benjamin Davis '02,
of 6:37.17, the Bantams announced their presence to opReed
Wiimerding '01, and John Mansfield
ponents all across the league.
'01 were able to establish an aggressive
The second race of the day
and
punishing rhythm.
involved the women's first varsity eight going up against the
likes of Smith, The College of Holy Cross by almost 20 sec- Holy Cross and the University
the Holy Cross, and Mount onds. The platinum power- of Massachusetts.
Holyoke. Unfortunately they house, so named for their
It was in the novice women's
did not fare as well as their male bleached hair, of Benjamin first eight that would prove to
counterparts and finished with Davis '02, Reed Wiimerding '01, be the closest race of the day.
a strong third place finish, be- and John Mansfield '01 were Julia Sanders '03 and Amanda
hind Holy Cross and Smith able to establish an aggressive Gifford'03"proved they ha'd
with a time of 8:29.04, while to and punishing rhythm. Holy what it takes to motivate and
staying ahead of Mount Cross proved the lack of depth lead their boat to victory. These
Holyoke.
in their program by trailing women were able to turn in an
Despite the considerable Trinity by a considerable impressive time of 7:56.61, just 2
seconds ahead of Mt. Holyoke.
power provided by Mary Roach amount of open water.
'02 and Kristin Hagan '02 in
Coach Steve Fluhr com- The crews of Smith and Holy
seats three and six respectively, mented, "Though it was very Cross were left in the dust.
the women were unable to over- exciting to see every men's crew
In the contest of the men's
come the virility of the compe- win this past weekend, our big second novice eight, coxswain
tition.
test will be this weekend in our Lara Harisay '03 experienced
two feelings for the first time.
The third race of the day fea- race against UNH."
At the novice level of compe- She experienced her first victured the women's junior vartory at the helm of a Trinity
crew with a time of 7:23.34.
On a colder note, Harisay also
experienced just how frigid
New England water can be in
April as her crew tossed her into
a chilly Lake Quinsigamond as
a sign of their thanks.
The penultimate race for the
Bantams featured the women's
second novice eight. Sitting in
the stroke seat was squash sensation Suzy Schwartz '03, who
together with coxswain Kelly
Mylett '03, were able to humiliate crews from Holy Cross,
Smith, and Mount Holyoke.
Screaming down the course
with a time of 8:38.77, the lady
Bants were just about 12 seconds
ahead of the nearest competitor.
The last race for the bantams
featured the women's varsity
lightweight eight. This was the
second time that day that these
ladies had rowed down the
course. Stroked by the talented
and beautiful Gifford, the
women were able to turn in a
sensational time of 8:32.6, just
21.5 seconds behind Smith.
Trinity's time was a startling 50
seconds quicker than Holy
Cross.
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Ruggers Advance
To Quarter Finals

BY BENJAMIN SAYLES
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Douglas Carlson '01 flexes his follicles Cand his pecs).

Men's and women's crew will
next race on April 22nd at
Worcester where they will face
Boston College and the University of New Hampshire.

COURTESY OF JORGE ZARZOSA

Writer/Athlete extraordinaire Jorge Zarzosa '01.
Game 2, versus the University
BY JORGE ZARZOSA
of
Maine, was not as easy as the
Sports Writer
first game. Again, the Trinity
defense played exceptionally
The Trinity Men's Rugby well throughout the hard fought
Football Club headed down to battle, earning their second
Rhode Island at 6:30 AM on Sat- straight shutout. Neither team
urday morning this past week- could get their offense going, as
end to defend the title they both were unable to get into the
earned two years ago at the East try zone.
Rugby Tournament. 31 other
The play was a bit ugly, with

ft was unfortunate that such a hardfought battle and tournament came to an
end on that sort of a play, but Trinity is
sure to keep their heads up after
exceptional play throughout the weekend.
teams joined Trinityin their di- emotions running high and
vision to create some tough frustrations showing on both
sides. However, Trinity kept its
competition.
Trinity's first game was cool. While Maine couldn't, havagainst UMASS, a team that ing one player ejected from the
they had beat in a tournament game when he exploded after
last year to go on to the finals the subtle and controlled anand win. With bad blood lin- tagonizing of Alex Kennedy.
With a one player advantage,
gering, Trinity responded despite the long bus ride. Their Trinity found a way to win and
relentless offense and secure de- advance to the quarter finals on
fense combined to score 44 a 6-0 win, from two penalty
points while stopping UMASS kicks from Jason "Big Boot"
Butsch '01. Trinity looked ahead
from scoring any points.
The forwards played ex- to Sunday for the quarterfinals.
In game three, Trinity faced
tremely well, keeping good field
position. Forward Ben Ramsey Coast Guard Academy - a team
'03 scoring a try and English they beat the past fall on Coast
exchange student
Alex Guard's home field. The buoy
Kennedy set up a couple of scor- cleaning team was seeking reing chances. The backs had a venge and came out strong.
break out game putting in 7 Trinity was handicapped by injuries of key players, Alex Kwok
tries.
' Freshman Jeff "Chair Keeper" '00 and Dillon Rogers '00, and
Tucker led the way with two by having played two tough
tries in one half of play, while games the previous day.
Coast Guard was better rested
Adam Best '00, Peter Folger '02,
Eric Francis '03, Alex Kwok '00, and in better condition since
andjorge Zarzosa '01 chipped in they only played one game the
with one a piece. The game was previous day due to a forfeit. The
a great success and the potential fatigue seemed to affect Trinity
of the team was seen with many
Con tin ued on page 22
young players contributing.

